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This thesis is done for Siemens Energy Oy in the Service Power Transmission unit to 

develop the maintenance actions in the Estlink 2 station. The thesis is based on the existing 

HVDC converter station that Siemens has built-in 2013. This thesis's purpose is to find 

out possible upgrades in maintenance technology since the manufacturing, especially new 

technology that increases digital procedures in the maintenance at the station level. The 

equipment function and operation are explored and focused on their demand for 

maintenance actions and possible failures points and indicators in the operation of the 

components. 

There is also a study about how to concretely increase digitalization in maintenance and 

so on the proportion of preventive maintenance. I.e. pointing out the refurbishments in 

sensors and their communication with the original and the possible new condition 

monitoring system together with applications for equipment condition analyses. In 

sensors, this means new sensors and connecting some existing sensors to the monitoring 

system. The guidebook is done to get the result of this thesis to be able to duplicate in 

other similar targets like substations. The suitable sensors for standard electrical 

equipment are pointed out, and the technology refurbishments are based on the results of 

the following chapters: sensors, monitoring, and analytics. 
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Tämä työ on tehty Siemens Energy Oy:n Service Power Transmission yksikölle 

kehittääkseen sen kunnossapidon toimintaa Estlink 2 sähköasemalla. Työ perustuu 

olemassa olevaan HVDC muuntaja-asemaan, jonka Siemens on rakentanut vuonna 2013. 

Tarkoituksena on löytää valmistusvuoden jälkeen tapahtuneen tekniikan kehittymisen 

luomat kunnossapidon kehitysmahdollisuudet ja erityisesti digitaalisesti kunnossapitoa 

parantavia. Työssä on perehdytty laitteiden toimintaan ja käyttöön. Tämän lisäksi 

keskitytään niiden huoltotoimenpiteiden tarpeeseen sekä mahdollisin 

vikaantumispaikkoihin ja vikojen näkymiseen laitteiden toiminnassa. 

Työssä tutkitaan myös, kuinka konkreettisesti kasvattaa kunnossapidossa digitalisoinnin 

osuutta ja näin myös kasvattaa ennalta ehkäisevän kunnossapidon osuutta. Toisin sanoen 

osoittaen mahdolliset uutuudet sensoriteknologiassa ja näiden kommunikointireiteissä 

alkuperäisen laitteiston kanssa sekä uuden kunnonvalvonta systeemin ja analysointi 

sovellusten kanssa. Sensoreissa tämä tarkoittaa uusien sensorien lisäyksen selvitystä ja jo 

olemassa olevien sensoreiden mittausdatan vientiä valvontajärjestelmään. Opaskirjanen 

on tehty työn tuloksien kopioimista varten muihin samankaltaisiin kohteisiin, kuten 

sähköasemiin. Tavallisille sähkölaitteille sopivat sensorit on esitelty ja teknologian 

parannus perustuu seuraavien kappaleiden tuloksiin: sensorit, valvonta ja analytiikka. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Power transmission between neighboring countries is very valuable for the countries while it 

enables the electrical market between them and supports their power grids operation. High 

Voltage Direct Cur8rent (HVDC) connection between Finland and Estonia enables power 

transmission under the sea and is connecting two asynchronous grids. There are two HVDC 

systems between Finland and Estonia, Estlink 1 and 2. Newer system Estlink 2 is on the focus 

in this thesis and the focus is to find out things how digitization in station level could improve 

its maintenance and so on the operation. Estlink 2 is co-financed by the European Union and 

the owners Fingrid Oyj and Elering AS and the total cost was approximated to 320 million 

euros. European Union grants funding of 100 million euros for the project in 2011 and the 

completion was in 2014. The link is furthering the co-operation of electrical markets between 

Nordic and Baltic countries and improve the energy security of Baltic countries. (European 

Commission, 2011)  

 

Estlink 2 provides maximum transmission power of 650 MW with the voltage of 450 kV and 

total power transmission with the link was 5,694 TWh in 2018 (ENTSO-E 2019) This means 

that when the link is facing unplanned disturbance and planned maintenance there is a huge 

amount of energy that is out of the markets and Fingrid in Finland and Elering in Estonia has 

to operate without the benefits for power gird from HVDC connection. As seen by the value of 

transferred energy there is a big amount of energy that will be out of the market if the link is 

down for the reason of component failure or maintenance actions. The good operation levels of 

the link are making a big effort to electrical markets and power grids between these neighboring 

market areas. This means that for maximizing the systems operation is important to keep these 

levels as high as possible. This is possible only by increase system availability and reliability 

statistics and this leads to this thesis subject digitalization of maintenance to improve its 

operation. Maintenance of the link is in a big role in a big picture when the target is to stay at 

the optimal usage level during the whole lifetime. By developing the maintenance there is a 

possibility to increase the present levels and one step for this is the increasing proportion of 

digitalization. Digitalization of the maintenance actions means things as receiving the 

indication from equipment in a digital way before there is any kind of marks of malfunction at 

the operator level. This thesis is focusing on how to do this and what must be taken into account 

for this kind of refurbishment. 
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For now, increasing digitization is the trend in substation and one big reason is that technology 

is reached the level when it has more potential to add value than the cost of building it. This is 

seen globally all over the world when there have been so many tests of adding digitalization 

and IoT to components and refurbishment of the old stations. In the old-school version, there 

was a guy with a meter and afterward, there is only the meter which is communicating with the 

system on its own. To maximize the amount of added value with metering systems it must be 

cost-efficient and provide understandable information of the condition to the user. The 

converter station has been built in 2013 so it is already in modern shape in the aspect of 

digitalization and there is plenty of sensors and systems to prevent failures. These all relay 

systems are in communication with SCADA and most of the relays are following for crossing 

of the threshold levels. A new trend is to increase the amount of predictive maintenance and 

build digital twin for system and based compare virtual systems modeled operation to physical 

systems real operation and doing analyzes based on the difference. I.e. analytic systems that are 

based on the knowledge of the equipment behavior in all situations and this is implemented 

with machine learning and data analytics. 

 

 Research Problem, Objectives and Defining 

The research problems of this thesis are: 

Which kind of maintenance measures can be used to improve the availability and reliability in 

a cost-efficient way on the HVDC converter station? 

- Which variables are important to measure from different HVDC components 

- How to communicate with original sensors and which kind of new sensors are 

profitable 

- How to analyze metered values and how to detect malfunctioning 

- What is the best practical solution for a condition-based maintenance system? Is 

it a SCADA system or IoE (Internet of Energy) systems like MindSphere? 

 

Objectives for this thesis are to build a possibility for digital condition-based maintenance to 

support at present maintenance operations. Increase the proportion of predictive maintenance 

in the HVDC converter station. Sort out the implementation of a digital maintenance system 

for support of the original system. Also, define the communication with the systems and how 
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it can do sensibly with the original system and cloud-based IoT systems. Also, sort out 

communication with old sensors and find out the potential to add new sensors and their 

communication via IoT or original routes. Create a guidebook on how to duplicate the results 

of this thesis and increase digitization in the maintenance with similar targets. 

 

Defining finding solutions to the most important devices of the primary equipment. It’s part of 

the object to define these important parts. So on to focus on these items and for others to find a 

way how to build a duplicatable system for a condition monitoring of the equipment. Control 

and protection system’s maintenance is not a very important part of this thesis because those 

are already providing all data in digital form and have program updates by the manufacturer at 

certain intervals. 

 

 Methods and Material 

This thesis consists of a literature review of HVDC converter station, maintenance, and 

digitalization in chapters 2, 3 and 4. It is focused on researching equipment functions, 

maintenance and possible failure points of the system. The second part including chapters 5 to 

8 is focused to research how the digitalization could be done at a concrete level but without any 

execution at this point. The study will be done by finding process variables of observed 

components and researching how to analyze the changes occurring in them. The guidebook will 

support duplicating the result of this thesis to other HV AC or DC stations. The case study will 

be about a refurbishment of the existing system based on the founded potential to do it. 

Material for the thesis are all manuals and operation guides of the HVDC converter station, also 

a review of the results of the global researches will be considered. There is also interviewed 

Siemens employees and end-user employees to get an opinion from experts in the right direction 

and focus on the thesis. 
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2 HVDC TRANSMISSION 

The technology of the HVDCT (High Voltage Direct Current Transmission) has excited for a 

long time now. The development began in the mid-1920s and the first commercial HVDC 

connection was made in Sweden 1954 connecting Gotland to the mainland. Since the 

transmission voltage and power level have risen and there have been plenty of new connections 

and more is coming. (ABB, 2019a) 

 

HVDC system has several benefits while comparing against HVAC (High Voltage Alternating 

Current) system. When the HVDC system has been planted to the electrical power system it 

improves systems overall reliability, transmission capacity and stability. Unlike AC (alternating 

current) in the DC (direct current) high voltage power transmission is possible between two 

different asynchronous grids which opens space for the electrical market between those. It 

enables cost-effective long-distance and water crossing, the advantage of controllability of the 

power flow and low short circuit currents for the system. (ABB, 2019b) (Siemens 2019a) In the 

HVDC systems losses are lower than HVAC after the critical breakpoint distance which 

consists of cost from building costs of the systems and line loss cost during transmission. 

Critical distance is implementing the commercial breakpoint distance between High Voltage 

Alternating Current Transmission (HVACT) and HVDCT systems. These costs are 

demonstrated in Figure 2.1. These above-listed features are reasons to add more HVDC 

connections to the power grids. 
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Figure 2.1 AC and DC power transmission systems costs and critical distance. (ABB, 2019c) 

 

 

 

 HVDC systems 

Most of the HVDC systems are point to point systems which means that there are converter 

stations at each end of the cable and/or overhead line. There is also back to back systems where 

the rectifier station and inverter station are in the same place. Back to back systems are mostly 

for connecting asynchronous systems. (Bahrman & Johnson 2007) 

 

Monopolar HVDC link is a single conductor link where the return path goes through the ground 

or sea nowadays through a metallic return. In general, this method is mostly used with cables 

where the length of cable dictates the decision between monopolar and bipolar systems. 

Monopolar has only one cable which means that bipolar cables are two times more expensive 

than in monopolar. Figure 2.2 points to the systems only the metallic return are left out of the 

picture in the monopolar version. Bipolar HVDC links consist of two conductors which means 

that two poles have positive and negative polarity and its neutral points are grounded. (Chan-

Ki et al. 2009). (Bahrman & Johnson 2007) Bipolar link is a kind of redundant system when 

either pole can operate separately if the other pole is malfunctioning and then it can be operated 

like a monopolar link by using the single conductor and ground return but only with half of 
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original capacity. Bipolar links power transmission is two times higher than monopolar and 

monopolar creates more harmonics in normal operation than a bipolar link. Current can only 

flow in one direction at the time. The controlling of power direction can be done by changing 

the polarity between poles meaning voltage of converter stations in the bipolar system. (Chan-

Ki et al. 2009) 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Monopolar and bipolar HVDC system. (Chan-Ki et al., 2009)  

 

There are only a few commercial HVDC converter technologies. These are the LCC (Line 

commutated converter) system which is also known as Line-Commutated Current Source 

Converter abbreviation CSCs. This system has a known commercial name HVDC Classic. VSC 

(voltage sourced converter) system is based on newer technology and it is potential is for more 

wide targets than bulk power transmission as LCC systems. (Bahrman & Johnson 2007) And 

then there is rarely used technology based on capacitor: Capacitor Commutated Converter 

(CCC) and Controlled Series Capacitor Converter (CSCC), which has only two commercial 

solutions. (Chan-Ki et al. 2009) This thesis is focusing on the LCC system for the reason of 

Estlink 2 is based on this technology. 

 

 Line-Commutated Converter system 

Line-Commutated Converter is the conventional HVDC power transmission method. It is 

efficient bulk power transmission and it can be built to work as UHVDC (Ultra High Voltage 

Direct Current). For example, Siemens LCC HVDC system with a DC capacity up to 6.25 kA 

from direct light-triggered thyristors. That means more than 10 GW transmission capacity per 

bipolar system at a voltage level ± 800 kV (± 1100 kV). Other advantages of the LCC system 
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comparing to other systems are long-distance efficiency with about 0,7% conversion losses 

with the potential of power transmission over 2000 km and safe and precise grid operation. 

(Siemens 2019b). 

 

In the LCC HVDC system, each thyristor valve requires a synchronous voltage source to be 

able to operate and convert the required DC voltage level. The basic conversion is working 

using three-phase full-wave to operate as a six-pulse bridge. A six-pulse bridge consists of 

thyristor valves which include a defined number of series-connected thyristors for reaching the 

wanted DC voltage level. Two six-pulse bridges operate as 12-pulse operation in 30º phase 

displacement turning AC voltage source to DC voltage. Modern HVDC converters use almost 

only 12-pulse converters to reduce the AC and DC harmonics which now have frequencies of 

12n ± 1 and 12n. LCC needs reactive power to operate of the thyristor valves. Meaning that the 

AC current must be lagging the AC voltage. (Bahrman & Johnson 2007) 

 

 Other HVDC converter systems 

VSC HVDC systems are known as HVDC Plus and HVDC Light depending on the 

manufacturer. (Siemens 2019c) It is such a new technology while it has been introduced with 

the first commercial solution in the late 1990s. VSC system is self-commutated with insulated-

gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) valves. In the VSC system, there is Modular Multilevel Converter 

(MMC) which provides ideal sinusoidal waveform to the AC side and for that reason, there is 

no requirement for normal filtering and MMC allows low switching frequencies (Siemens 

2017a). VSC system can individually control active and reactive power. The converter can 

operate as a synchronous generator while it can synthesize a balanced set of three-phase voltage. 

I.e. it permits the ability to black start the system. (Bahrman & Johnson 2007)  

VSC system has higher switching losses than LCC, fewer application possibilities and it doesn’t 

have the possibility of high-frequency switching. LCC systems have thyristor valves and DC 

smoothing reactors which are a disadvantage comparing to VSC systems. For those reasons, 

VSC systems are used usually below 250 MW DC power transmission and LCC system above 

that. (Chan-Ki et al. 2009)  

 

CCC HVDC technology is using the capacitor-communicate converter and there have been 

some commercial solutions that were built in the early 2000s, one in Brazil and one in South-
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Korea. It has some disadvantages while compared to LCC and VSC technology. Table 2.1 is 

comprised of HVDC converter technologies against each other. In the table plus, character 

means positive, minus negative and 0 neutral effects to specify aspect.  This also shows that 

LCC and CCC are comparing each other with similar targets. According to Edris et al. the 

biggest disadvantages in CCC versus LCC are the additional capacitor bank which risk for 

pollution is high, a large amount of capacitor force from series capacitors increase generate of 

harmonic currents and there is a large amount of capacitive energy which may cause bushing 

flashover, etc. CCC also has some advantages like its operation dynamically more stable with 

the weak AC systems and switchable shunt filter banks are replaced with series capacitor banks 

to compensate for the reactive power. Despite its advantages against the LCC, the VSC 

technology is more suitable for most of CCC advantages while it eliminated the need for turn-

off time. (Edris, Eremia & Liu 2016) 

 

 

Table 2.1  Comparison of HVDC converter technologies. (Chan-Ki et al., 2009) edited 

 

Aspect Current-sourced 
converters 

Voltage-sourced 
converters 

Capacitor-commutated 
converters 

Thyristor IGBT Thyristor 

Power electronic device + - + 

Convertor cost + - + 

Power losses 0 + 0 

Control of reactive power - + - 

Operation with passive AC network - + - 

Land usage - + 0 

Long-distance transmission + - + 
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3 MAINTENANCE DIGITALIZATION 

According to SFS standard, maintenance is defined as follows: Maintenance is all actions 

during the item life cycle that intended to retain or restore it to the states where it may perform 

its functions (SFS-EN 13306:2017). For the thesis, this means that the digitalization of the 

maintenance requires focusing items abilities which perform its functions during the whole life 

cycle. 

 

 Physical quantities for maintenance of converter station 

For operation and especially maintenance there is some important measurement for HVDC 

station, and these are reliability and availability. Holding these values as close as 100 percent 

is the biggest comparing target for maintenance activities. Reliability is measuring the systems 

probability level to be capable transmit the rated power in normal operation in the specified 

interval, in HVDC systems the interval is annual. Forced Outage Rate (FOR) consists of forced 

outages per year and it is usually used to measure the reliability of the HVDC system. 

Availability is measuring the item's capable to start transmission operation at any point in time 

meaning that those are inoperable and committable states. Availability is not giving that much 

commercial information, so the used value is Energy availability which gives the information 

about systems maximum capable to transmit energy as a power-time area comparing to total 

maximum energy capacity at the same power-time area excluding systems scheduled actions. 

Reliability and availability are limited by system failures. The corresponding metering target 

for this is Forced Energy Unavailability (FEU) and for scheduled actions Scheduled Energy 

Unavailability (SEU) and together these are showing total Energy Unavailability. (Chan-Ki et 

al. 2009)  

 

Table 3.1 is showing the unavailability divided in hours by the reason for it. As said, there is a 

different kind of energy unavailability and those might cost different amount for end-user and 

for that reason can be said that the most expensive is the disturbance outage while it breaks the 

possibility for power transmission. Planned maintenance is the least expensive, but it will cost 

a lot if there is it in big amounts and the same with others. Those are mainly during corrective 

maintenance. 
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Table 3.1 Percentage of unavailable hours annually for Estlink 2 (Entsoe 2019) 

 

 

For measuring HVDC systems operation values there are many options to being observed and 

below is an example of some performance indices: 

MTTF (Mean Time To Failure) =
total hours of operation

total number of units
  (3.1) 

MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure) =
1

𝜆
   (3.2) 

MTTR (Mean Time To Repair) =
total maintenance time 

the total number of maintenance actions
  in a period 

      (3.3) 

MTBSD (Mean Time Between System Down)   (3.4) 

MTTSD (Mean Time To System Down),   (3.5) 

where λ is failure rate from statistics. (Chan-Ki et al., 2009) 

 

As seen in Table 3.1 there is been some issues in the station which have been affecting 

availability values but there is no increasing trend and most of the unscheduled failures have 

been in the first years of the station’s operation. For the maintenance aspect, this data is not 

giving much information for the future. In chapter 4   
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Table 4.1 there is statistical data about the overall converter station failures which give more 

information about the issues which converter station is facing and where to focus on improving 

the numbers. 

  

 The situation at the converter station 

Converter station was completed 2013 and the physical technology is based on that year’s best 

knowledge and since that the technology of software has been updated when the next version 

comes available to the market. This means that the station was built following the newest 

communication standards. Station’s maintenance is organized by using methods of corrective 

maintenance and predictive maintenance including time-based maintenance with regular 

inspections. Corrective maintenance means maintenance operations after fault have recognized 

by the restoring system to the required state (SFS-EN 13306:2017). Time-based maintenance 

is, in this case, replacing of elapsed parts after a certain period or operations which are suitable 

for components. At certain times there are inspections which are visual checks of condition. 

Predictive maintenance based on condition following a forecast of the components lapsing or 

analysis of known characteristics when there is an evaluation of significant degradation in 

operation (SFS-EN 13306:2017). Important equipment is built as redundant if it is profitable 

more about that in chapter 4. Redundant means that more than one item can perform the required 

function. (SFS-EN 13306:2017) 

 

 Condition monitoring in part of maintenance 

Condition monitoring measurements are based on detecting incoming failure before it causes a 

malfunction on a bigger scale. The most important thing in condition monitoring is to detect 

abnormal operation. In addition to this, the detected failure/malfunction should be continued by 

learning what is the severity of it and possible next steps for preparing it. Condition monitoring 

is possible to divide into the following functions: 

• Detection (detection of an abnormal situation) 

• Diagnosis (investigation of the cause of the deviation) 

• Forecast (an estimate of how serious the deviation is) 

• Recommended action  

• Addressing the root cause of the anomaly and remedial action 
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If the detection of abnormal operation comes early, it is possible to react to it properly and the 

decision can be based on knowledge of the situation. This requires that the alarms are real, and 

the system doesn’t send false alarms. (ABB 2000)  

 

The maintenance of electrical components can be divided into three main sections to corrective 

maintenance, predictive maintenance and improving maintenance as in figure 3.1 is shown the 

relations of the maintenances among themselves (ABB 2000). More specifically about these in 

the following chapters. The corrective maintenance is a classic version of maintenance activities 

and the trend is to increase predictive and improving maintenances portion of the total 

maintenance operation (Martinsuo & Kärri, 2017 p. 85-100). The request for better availability 

during the lifetime of the systems has raised and so on the maintenance has been expanded to 

meet the demand. While improving availability is it important to add improving maintenance 

in addition to predictive maintenance. (ABB 2000) 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Maintenance relations with monitoring and inspections (ABB, 2000) Edited 

 

 

Maintenance can be operated in multiple variables and so on costs will depend on the operation 

model and target. It is important to know how the components operate and which affect the 

operation of the components. Different devices have their life cycle and with suitable 

maintenance, there is possible to get out the best solution for the total costs of the systems.  
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(Martinsuo & Kärri, 2017 p. 85-100) Figure 3.2 is shown the total cost of predictive maintenance 

in the chart of costs versus the amount of preventive maintenance. There is an optimum zone 

for corrective and predictive maintenance, but the range is very different for different systems, 

and to reach this balance there must be actions from both maintenance forms figure 3.2 shows. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Costs as a function of the amount of preventive maintenance. (Risktec 2017)  

 

 

 Corrective maintenance 

As said corrective maintenance is classified for maintenance operation after malfunction to get 

the system back on track. 

Cost from surprising energy unavailability is usually higher than the cost from maintenance 

operation and for that reason, many important systems are made by redundant devices. Spare 

parts for devices are causing cost from storing and holding. (ABB 2000)  

 

 Predictive maintenance 

By predictive maintenance, the idea based on preventive actions to obstruct possible incoming 

failures and so on prevent surprising energy unavailability situations. Predictive maintenance 

includes preventive and condition-based maintenance. Preventive maintenance is used lately to 
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replacing sections the right time for components lifecycle by using the information from 

indicators of components. Generally, condition-based maintenance is the action of following 

process values from the devices during the operation which point us to inspections and 

monitoring of the devices and system. Thus, it will point the condition of the component and 

this information is used usually for improving maintenance. (ABB 2000) 

 

 Improving maintenance 

In general, this means refurbishment for the components and the systems by developing its 

performance, availability, reliability, and safety, for example, detecting possible errors from 

design and manufacturing. Its function is to exclude possible mistakes in components or errors 

in installation. Improving maintenance is based on Root Cause Analysis or Root Cause Failure 

Analysis which points the cause of the problem. (ABB 2000) 

 

 

 Digitalization in stations 

In the future, the biggest change in maintenance is digitalization and there will be many 

different approaches to the subject. Siemens's vision for these changes in substations is based 

on six cornerstones by Robert Klaffus, Senior Vice President for Digital Grid Systems at 

Siemens (Hinchberger 2018). Equipment of substations and converter stations are practically 

the same in the AC side meaning that these future aspects concern as well to converter stations. 

 

“The six components of a digital substation as seen by Siemens are: 

1. Digitalization at the station level 

2. Digitalization at the process level 

3. End-to-end cybersecurity 

4. Digital asset management 

5. Improved grid operation 

6. Integrated engineering”  

(Hinchberger 2018). 

 

These means: 
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1. Station level digitalization is based on communication protocol IEC 61850 

(International Electrotechnical Commission) which defines the baseline for compatible 

communication of devices. Substations protecting and controlling systems Siemens 

Siprotec and SICAM devices are possible to upgrade with IoT interface based on a 

communication standard Open Platform Communication Unified Architecture (OPC 

UA). 

2. The digitalization of process-level consists of process bus and nonconventional 

instrument transformers (NCITs). NCITs are using low power technologies with stand-

alone merging units (MUs) for transmitting the digital signal via fiber optic cables. 

Optical current transformers and RC voltage dividers are the most common solutions 

for NCITs. Also, it consists of copper-free wiring between primary and secondary 

technology with fiber optics. 

3. The cybersecurity aspect is huge, and it must be designed to be bulletproof for ensuring 

the reliability of the station. It is more important now because old analog 

communications are turned to digital ones. The list’s items 4.5.6. is pointing the benefits 

and possibilities of the digital system.  

4. Digital asset management for equipment status. Optimizing the utility of resources 

during the whole life cycle.  

5. Grid operation with a wide-area monitoring system (WAMS) with new data acquisition 

technologies assists the transmission system while the data of condition is available 

from large territories.  

6. Integrated engineering is supporting the station throughout its life cycle via a higher 

automation level in project planning, testing, and commissioning. (Hinchberger 2018) 

 

In the future, the new equipment will have all the necessary devices for IoT communication 

already by the manufacturer and for that reason, it left the customer to choose how to implement 

these IoT applications. Siemens has informed that these IoT devices will be in new gas-

insulated switchgear, circuit breakers, surge arresters, disconnectors, instrument transformers, 

and coil products. (Siemens 2019f) 
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This kind of news on the manufacturer's side in the new equipment opens the door for the 

refurbishment of the old system where might be a perfectly working system without these new 

IoT applications and the potential for implementation is the same.  

 

 Digital twins 

Digital twin idea was introduced the first time in 2002 and the idea has been the same since that 

by copying the physical system into the digital world the only exception that nowadays there is 

a technology for profitable implementation. The idea is based on a digital informational 

construct about a physical counterpart. This digital construct is twin for the physical counterpart 

and it is linked to the system through the systems lifecycle. Meaning that there are two systems, 

the original physical system and the new digital system are twinning or mirroring each other in 

real space. (Grieves & Vickers 2016) Digital twins are used to showing characteristics of 

product, production process, or performance. Digital twin allows process values and other 

metered functions from counter devices that provide big data for software.  For the maintenance 

aspect, this enables it to perform the predictive maintenance and so on keep the downtime low 

when there is a possibility to prepare for the outage when there is indicated failure point before 

it causes malfunction. For digital twins, it is necessary to get a powerful software system that 

can implement the data handling by artificial intelligence. Siemens offers an open cloud-based 

IoT operating system called MindSphere which is suitable for this kind of usage. There is more 

information about MindSphere and its functions in chapter 6. The expectation is that by 2021 

fifty percentages of the industrial companies are using digital twins and their overall 

effectiveness is increased by ten percent. (Siemens 2019d) 

 

For building the system there are some values already metered as turn out in chapter 3.1 and 

for the addition of the new sensors, there are multiple options for sensors. For example, process 

variables that might be interesting to measure from the equipment of the converter station could 

be vibration, temperature, noise, the status of lubricants, electrical current, pressure, flow, rpm 

(rounds per minute), etc. (ABB, 2000). The built of the digital model must be able to compare 

these variables to each other for seeing the baseline of the normal operation so it can separate 

malfunction and deviations from normal operational and observe changes in external variables 

like air temperature and air humidity (Martinsuo & Kärri 2017 p. 85-100). In this thesis the 

physical systems are the whole converter station and the new system should be a twinning 
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operation of the station and mirroring the necessary operation of selected components as are 

studied in chapter 4. The digital twin is made by twinning originally transmitted values from 

the equipment of the station and mirroring with external sensors which are for detecting the 

potential failures.  

 

 Introduction of trends in new equipment 

As turned out the maintenance digitalization is starting from manufacturers for the reason for 

the demand of the customers. In the future, there will be a digital condition and operation 

management system built-in for the individual equipment. Here are two commercial products 

from Siemens which is one market leader in this sector. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Sensformer and Sensgear digital twins for transformer and switchgear. (Siemens 2020a) 

 

Siemens is offering a digital system called Sensformer and Sensgear which are digital twins for 

the physical counterpart of a transformer and switchgear components as seen in figure 3.3Figure 

3.3. From the maintenance perspective, this digital twin can see the physical status of the 

condition and analyze the equipment condition and so on forecast lifetime of the components 

depending on the utilization and improve the cost-efficiency, availability, and reliability. All 

equipment has its digital twin version with a monitoring system for individual equipment 
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demands. These are also offering many things that support grids operation but those are 

irrelevant for this thesis. (Siemens 2020a) (Siemens 2020b)  

 

 Public researches of improving digitization 

Digital twins are used mostly to simulate, predict and optimize the lifecycle of product and 

production systems. (Siemens 2019d) Also, there is an unreadable number of tests for single 

components of the HVDC system. There are many public types of research about implementing 

the digitalization and IoT technology to substation and electrical equipment. For now, many 

manufacturers are supplying their sensors with monitoring and IoT based communication 

system to their own devices and also offering small analyses for the device's operation 

condition. Here is pointed some of the researches and their methods to approach the predictive 

maintenance system. 

 

2019 → forward, Fingrid digitization at Pernoonkoski substation with Sprecher Automation 

GmbH and Empower Oy. Traditional communication via copper cables are replaced by optical 

fiber which regenerates the old substation for today’s demand in digital version. For now, there 

is no public information about how the system will improve reliability and availability. There 

is only mentioned that the digital system monitors itself which makes preventive maintenance 

needless. (Fingrid 2019) 

There is also the same kind of project around the world, for example, National Grid had an 

identical improving project with Siemens where the substation is also improved to meet IEC 

61850 standard. (Power-grid 2017) 

2016 - 2018, Statnett digitization SAMBA-project with SINTEF Energy Research, GE Grid 

Solutions, ABB and IBM. Asset management and ICT system to predict the condition of critical 

components of the power system. (Statnett 2018) 

2019 → forward, Siemens digital twin for oil distribution transformers with four temperature 

sensors, where one is for the outside temperature to being benchmark. Sensors are measuring 

oil temperatures from housings and analyze will give information about the oil status. For 

example, changes in the rise of oil temperature point a decrease in oil level which might inform 

for oil leaking or another malfunction. (Siemens 2019f) 
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4 HVDC EQUIPMENT AND FAILURE POSSIBILITIES 

This chapter is briefly introduced to all station’s equipment, their function in station and 

maintenance demands and pointed out all possibilities that can cause failure in those. In this 

chapter is pointed out possible data that should be collected from equipment with sensors. That 

way it is possible to refurbish the weak points from individual components and by that increase 

the system’s total reliability and availability levels. This also increases the proportion of 

digitalization in the maintenance of the equipment.  

 

The focusing that what should be done is left out from this chapter only pointed out possibilities 

that were founded in many components especially for a bigger digital system that measures the 

values. Also, redundancy systems are informed to point that the component is already prepared 

against failure, but it doesn’t decrease the potential to monitor the redundant systems. 

 

 Estlink 2 converter station  

Estlink 2 is Siemens HVDC Classic, it is a monopolar connection based on LCC technology. 

Its maximum power is 650 MW with 450 kV voltage. The HVDC line and parts of the system 

can be seen in Figure 4.1. Estlink 2 connects Anttila, Finland to Püssi, Estonia and there are 

converter stations at both ends of the system. Figure 4.1  are shown the big parts of the system 

and the companies which provide particularly parts of the project. In blue circled are the 

converter stations that are practically identic and both stations can operate as an inverter and 

rectifier depending on the direction of the power flow. (Ryynänen & Seppänen 2013) The whole 

HVDC system is huge and there is a countless number of components, most of these are 

informed later in this chapter. 
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Figure 4.1 Estlink 2 shown from converter stations Anttila, Finland to Püssi, Estonia 

(Ryynänen & Seppänen 2013) 

 

 

Estlink 2 HVDC converter station consists of 7 equipment as it is shown in Figure 4.2. These 

are AC Yard, AC Filters, Transformers, Valve hall, Control building, DC Yard and DC Filters. 

The operation of the equipment is introduced in the following chapters 4.1 and 4.2 and these 

are separated into AC and DC components. In that figure, there is also a 400 kV AC substation 

in the left corner and 110kV AC substation in the right corner who are there for the power 

transmission with the AC grid.  
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Figure 4.2 Aerial picture of Anttila HVDC converter station and pointed station’s equipment. 

(Ryynänen & Seppänen 2013) 

 

Researches of the components had shown that some components need more predictive 

maintenance than others as seen later in this chapter. For the outcome of this thesis, it is 

important to decide the most important equipment and take a deeper look at that equipment. 

Literature research pointed out the next components: converter transformer, conductors 

between transformer and thyristors, thyristor valves and their cooling system, circuit breakers, 

AC and DC filters, DC switchyard. Table 4.1. points out that the converter transformers are the 

most critical part of the availability and reliability of the system. Thyristor valves as an 

individual component have such a high percentage and then DC equipment with over 8 percent 

and last with almost the same level of forced energy unavailability percentage are AC 

Equipment & auxiliary and control & protection. 
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Table 4.1 Failure in equipment causing forced energy unavailability in all HVDCT system between 

2003 to 2014, excluding outages from transmission lines and cables. 

(Bennett, Dhaliwal & Leirbukt 2016) Edited 

 

 

Comparing to the overall result which is registered from 1983 to 2012 there were only 7,3 % in 

thyristor valves but other values were on the same scale as table 4.1 points. This means that 

there have been more failures with valves in this observing period 2003-2004 than in the overall 

period. The hugest difference came from 2013-2014 when there were many issues with the 

thyristor valve and those had the highest forced energy unavailability with 64,2 percent. 

(Bennett et a., 2016) Older data wasn’t separating AC-equipment and transformers and for that 

reason, it is collected from years 2003-2014. The result cannot be compared directly to Estlink 

2 statistics because it is such a new station and the rest are 0 to over 50-year-old stations which 

means that the system is facing mostly new system problems which are for example design, 

manufacturing and commissioning mistakes as turn out in chapter 3.3.3. In addition to this, 

technology has developed which might change the overall curve in the future. Although table 

4.1 is a good reference point for possible incoming failures in the future of Estlink 2 station. In 

Estlink 2 station there has been only a few failures that are caused energy unavailability and 

those are not correlating with table 4.1.(Bennett, Dhaliwal & Leirbukt 2018). This means that 

for now Estlink 2 failure statistics are not following the overall results, but this can presume as 
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a baby illness of the system and expect same kind of failure that are faced in all other LCC 

HVDC systems. 

 

There is difference in importance of the station equipment because some equipment is more 

sensitive than others and for that reason there is also redundant systems etc. For that reason, 

some equipment may cause energy unavailability more often than others. When metering 

station operation level by maintenance aspect the reliability and availability are the best 

indicators for it as came out in chapter 163.1. Looking by those to get equipment operation to 

the best level some components pointed out more important than others and to confirm which 

are the most important there was a survey where the HVDC specialist give their opinions. Based 

on this survey where Siemens AG’s and Fingrid’ s HVDC experts named important equipment 

by category’s using their own experience and knowledge. The survey was based on table 4.1 

results and was pointing the most important items under categories.  

.  

 

 

Figure 4.3 Important equipment by different categories by HVDC specialists.  

 

In green color are shown the most voted items and with yellow color items which have been 

voted repeatedly but less in figure 4.3. These all items are introduced later in this chapter and 

there is much other equipment in the HVDC converter station which all are also an introduction 

about its function and possible issues which may cause malfunction. The focus is on items that 

have the biggest effect on the availability and reliability of the station. 

 

 AC side 

This chapter includes important things for the operation of the AC side. On the AC side, there 

are also smaller components but those are not relevant for the operation of the link and so on 

they are excluded from this review. 

AC and Auxiliary equipment Converter transformers DC equipment Control and protection Valves

Circuit breakers OLTC Reactors TDC racks FO firing and check back

Switches Cooling Measurement devices VBE Cooling system

Filter reactors and capacitors Gas status Cable terminations Siprotec

Auxiliary switchgears Bushings Switching devices

Cooling system Windings

Battery system

Measuriment devices
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 AC switchyard 

The main component of the AC switchyard is circuit breakers, disconnectors, instrument 

transformers and surge arresters for protection of the converters. AC breaker's role is to isolate 

the AC switchyards and AC busbar/system from the DC system while there is malfunctioning. 

Surge arrester protects the system from overvoltages of lightning-strike and switching-surge. 

AC switchyard's main functions are switching and protecting the converter transformers. 

(Chan-Ki et al., 2009 p. 13) 

 

Circuit breakers are 3AP2 FI high-voltage circuit breakers and those are designed triple-phase 

and it has one operating mechanism per pole, meaning that auto reclosing is possible for single 

or triple phase operation. Figure 4.4 is a demonstration of a 3AP2 FI circuit breaker. The circuit 

breaker is a self-compression type and for insulation and arc quenching, it uses gas which is a 

mix of SF6 (Sulfur hexafluoride) and CF4 (Carbon tetrafluoride) gases and that makes possible 

to operate in lower temperatures. Two interrupter units cause a double break per pole and 

grading capacitors to make sure for the equable voltage divider. For maintenance general 

inspections visual checks for damages, contamination of insulating parts, number of operating 

cycles and level of gas pressure. Circuit breakers that operate often wear out faster and therefore 

mechanical wear caused by the friction of mechanical operation cycles and arc erosion causing 

by switching load currents and fault currents. (Siemens 2012) 
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Figure 4.4 Example of 3AP2 FI one pole circuit breaker and its components.1 (Siemens 2012) Edited 

 

 

Circuit breaker wears from interruptions and there is a formula for that demonstrated in Figure 

4.5. Circuit breaker's interruption times and currencies are important to follow by an aspect of 

preventive maintenance. It gives information when the circuit breaker requires maintenance 

actions. (Hermosillo 2002) 

SIPROTEC 7SJ62 relay has standard features for monitoring the circuit breaker's condition 

from wear depending on interruption currents and times. Also, against wearing by different 

summation of tripping current and tripping powers (Siemens 2019g) 

 

 

1 1. Interrupter unit, 2. Post insulator, 3. Pillar, 4. Control cabinet and 5. Operating mechanism cubicle 
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Figure 4.5 Circuit breaker maximum times of interruption depending on the operating current. 

(Hermosillo 2002) Edited 

 

Circuit breakers and disconnectors are suitable for temperature monitoring which may point 

incoming failures. According to the SAMBA project in Statnett, there were test monitoring for 

the temperature of the phases. After temperature raised in one phase, there was thermography 

for hot spots and those indicate for more detailed inspection where was founded burn marks 

inside of the breaker. (Statnett 2018) Also, solutions that indicate the condition of SF6 gas are 

suitable for condition monitoring. 

 

Disconnector and earthing switches of the AC field including converter transformers. These 

both include a motor-operated drive mechanism which is possible to operate also manually. 

Disconnectors have a vertical gap and each pole has its operating mechanism. The rods move 

vertically to the closed position and rods make a catching movement. Earth switch and 

disconnector can be fitted together but both have separate operating mechanisms. Three pole 

earthing switches are designed to three separate poles that are interconnected by coupling rods 
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for transmission of the drive moment. While operate it moves to an earth receiving contact 

otherwise it is insulated from the system. There is also a motor-operated drive mechanism to 

control the disconnector. Disconnectors and earthing switches are almost maintenance-free and 

the manufacturer recommends visual checks after suitable periods. The interesting things for 

check are the contacts and bearing points. (Hapam 2019) 

 

Instrument transformers consist of current and voltage transformers which both have a small 

volume of oil and are hermetically sealed. The current transformer transforms the high primary 

current to a small secondary current for meter and protection devices. Voltage transformer 

marked with a letter V is used to measure the voltage between phases and with a letter U when 

measuring between phase and earth. These can operate for measuring and protection 

individually or simultaneously. Checks for instrument transformers are mainly visual for 

external damages and oil leaks. The oil level is possible to see from the window. The 

temperature of primary and secondary connections and oil levels are important for operation. 

(Arteche 2019a) 

According to Statnett’s SAMBA project WP1 changes in voltage transformers, the secondary 

voltage is pointing possible malfunction when anomalies are comparing to its normal operation 

and after detection this kind of changes in secondary values of voltage transformers it should 

be monitored and prepared for corrective maintenance as made in Figure 4.6. (Statnett 2018a) 

And vice versa forecasting the secondary current has the same thing in current transformers. 
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Figure 4.6 Measuring voltage transformer voltage in the blue line, predicted reference value in the 

grey line and difference of those in orange line. (Statnett 2018b) 

 

Current transformers can also be SF6 filled. According to Terna SpA research of HV 

substations, the most important thing in the current transformers from the maintenance aspect 

is the condition of oil/gas (depending on the insulation). In their research, they implemented a 

system that follows the changes in the gas density, and it indicates failure if the threshold level 

is triggered. In oil-filled, an indication of incoming failure may seem in the condition and 

temperature of the oil and oil level. (Battocletti, Falorni, Iuliani & Rebolini 2012) Also, must 

be defined that SF6 gas density is proportional to temperature when pressure is static which will 

affect to this especially because of climate condition in Finland. 

 

A surge arrester is operating practically identic in the AC and DC fields there are only parts 

with different modifications. Surge arrester’s active parts are metal oxide resistors which are in 

one or more parallel columns in a hermetically sealed plastic housing. Metal oxide resistors 

have strongly curved current-voltage characteristic which means that under normal operation 

leakage current of only a few milliamperes will be flowing. In the overvoltage situations, the 

resistor becomes conductive therefore the discharge current will flow to ground, and 

overvoltage reduced to the value of the voltage drop of the arrester. Operation counter informs 

surge arresters operation events which occurs while threshold value is exceeded. The 

manufacturer informs that regular maintenance of the arrester is not necessary. The lifetime of 
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these devices can reach over 30 years without maintenance activities. Surge arresters are 

monitored with surge counting device and leakage current and auxiliary contact can import 

status to the control and protection level. (Siemens 2014a) According to Battocletti et al 

monitoring surge arresters, there are three important values to being monitored: current 

leakages peak values and RMS of its third harmonic and counting of operations (Battocletti et 

al. 2012). 

 

Line traps construct a parallel resonant circuit for blocking carrier-frequency signals from 

power lines AC transmission. It consists of the main coil in the inductor form, tuning device, 

and protective device. It is maintenance-free with 5-year intervals of visual inspections for 

external damages. (Arteche 2019a) 

 

The voltage divider is used in the AC transmission system to measure power quality.  It 

measures harmonics, overvoltage’s and flicker from the AC line and represents the voltage very 

accuracy with a wide frequency band. Hermetically sealed construction with Oil / SF6 

insulation. (Trench 2019a) Voltage dividers are practically identical as DC sides only the 

measured values are in form AC. More about construction in chapter 4.2.3 DC voltage divider. 

 

As said components of AC switchyard are durable after comparing to the other parts of the 

system and some situations of malfunction in the AC switchyard it is possible to separate the 

failure section and direct the power flow to another busbar. In this section, the predictive 

maintenance could be organized with the connection to the protection systems and duplicating 

the measured values like the elapsing of the circuit breaker. 

 

 AC filters and capacitor banks 

AC filters and capacitor banks are protecting the system from the converter’s produced 

harmonic currents and consume reactive power. Voltage and current harmonics strain the grid, 

for example, overheating the generator and disturb the stations' communication systems. 

Harmonics from AC and DC side are removed in the AC filters. Capacitor banks are reactive 

power sources that are installed to compensate for power while it is necessary. (Chan-Ki et al. 

2009, p. 13-14) The capacitor bank is also known as the capacitor filter and it is improving 

stability limits of transmission (Harlow 2004 p. 217). Filters type are ST (single tuned), DT 
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(double-tuned) and TT (triple-tuned) and there is a capacitor, reactor and resistor filters the 

construction can be seen from the circuit diagram from Figure 4.7. Filter resistors are for 

controlling the quality factor. (Siemens 2017a) Reactor applications like harmonic filters and 

capacitor banks are requiring electrical damping for the reason of the inductive and capacitance 

circuit and the damping is usually implemented with the resistive component. (Harlow 2004 

p.222-237).   

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 4.7 Reactors of the HVDC system. (Harlow 2004 p. 223) 

 

In Figure 4.7 there are all reactors of the system and those are (a) AC-PLC Reactors, (b) AC 

Filter Reactors, (c) HVDC Smoothing Reactors, (d) DC Filter Reactors and (e) DC-PLC 

Reactors. Those functions and equipment are not similar. In Figure 4.8 capacitor Cx, inductance 

Lx and resistance Rx are connected series and parallel depending on the tuning. These are an 

example of consist of an individual filter from Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.8 Example diagram of ST, DT and TT Filters in the mentioned order from left. 

(Puming & Quanrui 2008) Edited 

 

Filter reactors are facing vibration which is causing by electromagnetic forces while the 

magnetic field is crossing the winding of the reactor filter. These forces affect to electrical leads 

and spider arms if those are loaded with the current. Forces are proportional to the square of the 

current and with one-phase AC current, the oscillating is two times the electrical frequency. 

The scale of initiated vibrations is depending on the reactor’s power rating. Vibration provides 

acoustic noise. The noise type is tonal, and it can change when the load current changes but the 

huge difference from typical noise or pattern indicate the problem with connections or similar 

fault, for example, rattling noise indicates that parts might have become loose. (Harlow 2004 

p.223-244). As all mechanic structures which have distributed mass and structural properties 

also, reactors have an unlimited amount of structural resonances. one or several frequencies of 

the force spectrum coincide the structural frequency and amplification of the vibration and 

sound which generate from it will increase. And it should be considered while monitoring the 

vibration and sounds of the filter reactors. (Clark, Grisenti, Jensen, Katoh, Kumar, Lubini, 

Nyman, ó hEidhin, Reschner, Samuelsson, Schütt & Weissman 2002) Demonstration of the 

filter reactor in Figure 4.9.  
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Figure 4.9 Example drawing of air-core dry-type filter reactor.2 (Clark et al. 2002) 

 

Filter capacitors are the third biggest noise source of the HVDC station, after transformers and 

filter reactors. Capacitor stack consists of a needed amount of capacitor cans and each capacitor 

can are steel covered capacitor including bushings. Capacitor cans consist of an oil-filled 

capacitor element package and those consist of a suitable number of capacitor elements in serial 

and/or parallel connected. Capacitor elements are two aluminum foils and specific length and 

number of plastic or paper films. The sound of the capacitors contains from capacitor elements 

where the forces contain the stored energy in the capacitor and distance of the plates. Forces in 

the bottom and the top of the elements are the hugest and directed towards each other and those 

forces cause vibration and so on noise. (Clark et al. 2002) Also in oil insulated capacitors 

heating and dielectric stress are the most important parts to being monitored for detecting the 

possible premature failure. (Harlow 2004 p.222-237).  

 

 

2 1. Winding 2. Conductor 3. Duct stick 4. Spider 5. Fiberglass tie 6. Electrical terminal  

7. Support insulator 8. Mounting fitting 
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Filter resistors design is based CSN resistor web where the resistors are made of a resistive 

wire wrapped in a meander-shaped form and insulating wire is temperature-resistant. These are 

designed for HV strength, low inductivity and high load operation and are available for outdoor 

solutions. (Schniewindt 2019)  

 

By the above-pointed things, the maintenance of these components is similar, and it requires 

the information of connections, visual damage, and the situation of oil insulation. Possible 

sensors for these could be vibration and noise sensors. 

 

 Converter transformer 

The function of these converter transformers is to provide designated voltage level to the 

thyristor bridge as an AC voltage. This means that the transformer compensates for internal 

voltage drops and deviations of the AC busbar. In a protection aspect, it is also limiting the 

system's short-circuit current. (Chan-Ki et al., 2009) HVDC transformers are one of the most 

important components of the converter station when it transforms the suitable voltage for 

thyristor bridges while working as a rectifier station and back to the AC system while it is as 

inverter station. Converter transformer consists of three individual single-phase transformers 

for every three phases of the AC system. The reason for having three transformers instead of 

one is from the huge size of the transformers. Three transformers are connected into YYD 

(Wye-Wye-Delta) meaning that there is Y connection from the AC side and DC side Y 

connection to thyristor bridge 1, positive side and D connection to thyristor bridge 2, negative 

side. Other solutions for this could be two for delta and wye. (Siemens 2017a)  

 

An example of a high voltage one phase converter transformer for the bipolar transmission 

system is shown in Figure 4.10. It is a single-phase power transformer rated 816 kVDC voltage 

and 321 MVA power. (Siemens 2017a) There are connected three externally similar one-phase 

transformers in Anttila converter station. 
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Figure 4.10 Example of single-phase HVDC power transformer (Siemens 2017a) 

 

Table 4.2 is shown failure in LCC converter transformers components divided to cause and time 

in twenty years period of collected data. On the period under review are possible to perceive 

that DC winding, Connection (internal connection and leaks), OLTC (On-Load Tap Changer) 

and Bushings had most of the failures with almost 70% of the total. Core including magnetic 

shields and AC windings had fewer failures and static shields have almost zero percent failures.  

Failure causes are mostly dielectric, thermal and mechanic in that order. Most of these failures 

were detected with original sensors which manufacturers provide but for the reason of different 

manufacturers and vintage years, these can’t be compared together so detected and so on 

prevented failures and occurred failures are on the same list. 
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Table 4.2  Failure in components of the LCC converter transformers between the years 1991 to 

2012. A) Is shown failures divided by components. B) Cause of the failure and amount. 

(Bartzsch, Bennett, Crowe, Dhaliwal, Fu, Kirby, Kumar, & Santo 2015 p. 7-31) Edited

  

B, 

 

 

Table 4.2B are shown the transformer's failures and reasons in the first segment if the failure 

was not detected in the equipment and second if the failure was detected before it causes a 

A, 
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malfunction in the system. Failures are divided into the mechanical dielectric, thermal, induced 

current, operational error and unknown causes. Table 4.3 is shown the percentage of detected 

and prevented failures. Transformer failures cause an outage to the power transmission at some 

point anyway because the repairing must be done when the primary circuit is voltage free. This 

means that in overall status the metering of transformers components condition should be 

improved in the components where the failure percentage is highest. 

 

Table 4.3 Detected incoming failures in percentages. (Bartzsch et al 2015) 

 

Failure Prevented 

failure 

Bushing 58 % 42 % 

DC Windings 72 % 28 % 

AC windings 73 % 27 % 

hield 8 % 92 % 

OLTC 86 % 14 % 

Core 10 % 90 % 

Internal 27 % 73 % 

 

There is information about the components which affect most of the failures, OLTCs, Windings, 

Connections, and Bushings. Figure 4.11 is an example of the HV transformer as cross-section 

and components are named. The components which affect the highest rates are introduced 

below. This indicates the transformer's components that require more inspection during 

operation.  

 

OLTC’s function is to enable voltage regulation and phase-shifting without interrupting the 

operation while the transformer is loaded by changing the ratio of the transformer. (Harlow 

2004, p. 273) OLTC’s are resistor types in HV power transformers and there is a high-speed 

mechanism for limiting the resistors switching time. Operating in 50-150 ms and these consist 

of complex spring mechanisms that requires skill for maintenance and controlling of the OLTC 

is via the motor drive of the transformer. Resistor type OLTC’s have diverted switches or 

selector switches to limit contact wearing from arcing and to limit temperature rise from 

transition resistors. For the reason of mechanical moving there is a high possibility for dielectric 
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failures and to detect incoming malfunction is the oil quality the most important indicator. 

(Foata, Jarman, Larese, Lorin, Pahlavanpour, Patelli, Rajotte, Velek & Willoughby 2011, p. 40) 

IEEE standard C57.139-2015 for dissolved gas analyzes (DGAs) are informing that there higher 

amount of heating gas in resistor type than reactor type (which are used in smaller transformers) 

OLTC and the gas concentrations are depending from several values: LTC model, actual load 

of the transformer, winding capacities, frequency of tap-changing operations and breathing 

configuration. There is also information about the gas concentrations. (IEEE Power and Energy 

Society 2015) Typical malfunction is coming from thermal, mechanical and dielectric as Table 

4.2B points and above are components that cause a malfunction in OLTCs. 

 

Bushing's functions are to transmit electrical power in and out to transformer and so on 

blocking the primary and secondary sides voltages from transformers covers. (Harlow 2004, p. 

251) These are also used in DC fields outcome and income from the valve room. The bushing 

is oil insulated and type is Resin Impregnated Paper (RIP). Bushings above 36 kV have graded 

capacitance for controlling the uniform distribution of the electrical field. (Foata et al. 2011, p. 

28) The dissipation factor can be with equation 4.1 and the power factor with equation 4.2. 

There is a possibility to analyze against abnormal operation and condition of bushings with the 

method as shown in Table 4.4. In normal operation it does that kind of curve but if the curve 

points different there is a sign of abnormal operation which should be inspected. 

 

tan δ = |
𝐼𝑅𝑃

𝐼𝐶𝑃
| =  

1

𝑅𝑃∙𝜔∙𝐶𝑃
 ,    (4.1) 

where tan δ is dissipation factor, ω angular frequency, IRP resistive current, ICP capacitive 

current, RP resistance, and CP capacitance. 

 

cos 𝜑  = |
𝐼𝑅𝑃

𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡
| ,    (4.2) 

where cos φ is power factor, IRP resistive current, and Itot total current. 

 

 

IEC 60137 defines bushing normal operation when RIP type bushings dissipation factor is less 

than 0,7 % and respectively IEEE C57.19.01 defines normal power factor to be less than 0,85 
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% in 20 ºC and 50/60 Hz, equations 4.1 and 4.2 for these. Typical new values change 0,3-0,4 

%. (Foata et al. 2011, p. 53) 

 

Table 4.4 Relatively tan δ function of temperature for RIP type bushings. 

(Foata et al. 2011, p. 54) Edited. 

 

 

Windings consist of conductors that are wounded around a part of the core. In power 

transformers, the windings are usually made from copper. Windings and coil describe the same 

thing. (Harlow 2004, p.31) Windings are not requiring maintenance action unless there happens 

abnormal operation. Windings are one of the most important parts for transformers operation 

and those solid insulation are designed to withstand until the end of the transformer life cycle.  

(Foata et al. 2011, p. 46) DC windings have many times higher failure ratio as seen in Table 

4.2B for the reason of mixed AC and DC voltage which causes stress to conductors (Siemens 

2017a). The windings are identical in the DC and AC sides. As bushing, there is a possibility 

to build an analyzing table for the measurement of normal operation. The dissipation factor and 

power factor should be near 0,5 % in 20 ºC and 50/60 Hz in normal operation (Foata et al. 2011, 

p. 53). 
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Connection and internal leaks, the names introduced themselves so on connection involve 

every part connection to others in the transformer and all parts where is oil inside and internal 

leaks indicate the problems in connections. 

Core and magnetic shields, there is no possibility to do any kind of maintenance for the core. 

It can only be changed to a new one if required. For diagnosing the condition of it there is only 

possible to do an insulation resistance test which occurs the status of the core. (Foata et al. 2011, 

p. 49). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11 Example of a three-phase power transformer.3 (Kanchit, Rasthapoom, Surin, Suthep, 

Suttichai & Vithid 2019) Edited 

 

Siemens HVDC converter transformer is already at a good level and almost everything is 

measured and so on monitored with manual set threshold levels by manufacturers informed 

 

31. Three-limb core 2. LV Winding 3. HV Winding 4. Tapped Winding 5. Tap Leads 6. LV Bushings 7. 

HV Bushings. 8. Clamping Frame 9. On-Load Tap Changer 10. Motor Drive 11. Tank 12. Conservator. 

13. Radiators  
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values of normal operation. This kind of “dummy” system is good for detecting incoming 

malfunction, but it is letting room for a better system where could be improved alerting system 

with data analyze based system which could consider more than one measured value. Figure 

4.12 gives information about how the existing system works. In converter transformers, there 

are possibilities to add vibration sensors as introduced below, more temperature sensors and 

possible leakage detection systems. Also collecting all measured data in one place could give 

extra information about the condition. 

 

 

Figure 4.12 Converter transformers temperature measuring and alerting system (Ziehl 2011) 

 

Converter transformers are generating sounds from the next sources: 

• Magnetic core (in magnetostriction and joints) 

• Windings, tank walls and magnetic shields (Electromagnetic forces) 

• Fans and pumps (Cooling system) 

For example, winding noise generates when winding conductors are affected by a stray 

magnetic field of the winding and the force can be calculated with equation 4.3. 

𝐹~𝐵 ∙ 𝐼~𝐼2,     (4.3) 

where F is vibrational winding force, B magnetic field density and I winding current. Sound 

power is directly proportional to force’s square as equation 4.4 shows. 
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𝑊~𝑉2~(𝜔 ∙ 𝐼)2~𝐹2~𝐼4,    (4.4) 

where W is radiated sound power, v vibration velocity, x vibration amplitude, ω angular 

frequency. (Clark et al. 2002) As seen in the equation 4.4 vibration sensor are potential too 

while the vibrational amplitude implicates the same results as sound. 

 

 

 Conductors between AC and DC fields 

In the conductors between the secondary connection of converter transformers and thyristor, 

bridges are harassed with a DC voltage offset caused by a mixed AC and DC voltage as Figure 

4.13 points. In the converter station, the voltage is higher than normal AC voltage for the reason 

of mixed AC and DC voltage. AC voltage is coming from AC switchyard and DC voltages 

from thyristor bridges. This means that these conductors are facing stress and it will be 

important to follow up these. (Siemens 2017a) 

 

Figure 4.13 The voltage level of conductors in AC and DC fields. (Siemens, 2017) Edited 

 

 Control & protection and auxiliary system 

This chapter includes important things for the protection and auxiliary system of the HVDC 

system. There are also many parts which are part of building services and so on those are not 

directly affecting to the operation of the system and so on excluded from this review also there 

is a system which is already in digital form and there is intelligence in a system so on the 

maintenance of control & protection systems are not in focus on this thesis. 

 

 Control, protection and monitoring system 

The control and protection system comprise the whole operating system of the converter station. 

The hierarchy goes from operator control level to control and protection level and under it are 
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field level where is input/output unit interfaces, mentioned as I/O level in Figure 4.14. Control 

and protection level discrete AC protection level relays which are based on SIMATIC TDC 

(Technology and Drive Control) control system. SIMATIC TDC is CPU (central processing 

unit) which carries information from SCADA and HMI (Human-Machine Interface) to field 

level. The field level consists of the main equipment’s input/output modules for the interfaces. 

Demonstration about this in Figure 4.14 (Siemens 2017a) 

 

Figure 4.14 Win-TDC hierarchy by levels from Operator-level to C&P level to I/O level. 

(Siemens 2017a)  

 

 Auxiliary systems 

The auxiliary system includes an auxiliary power system that is relevant for the operation of 

the converter station. Without auxiliary power, the whole station will lose protection. The 

auxiliary power system is dual redundant for all essential parts of the operating system. 

(Siemens 2017a) 

❖ The auxiliary power supply consists of: 

Station service transformer 

Station service switchgear 

AC/DC distribution 

- Building service technology AC and DC LV circuits and switchgear 

Emergency diesel generator 
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Uninterrupted power supply (UPS) 

Battery system with charger 

(Siemens 2017a) 

 

 Valve cooling system 

The valve cooling system is for cooling the thyristor valves so it can operate at an optimum 

temperature which is generally less than 90℃. (Ding, Li, Sun & Wang 2019) The cooling 

system is mainly a redundant system meaning that there are two water pumps in the primary 

circuit and two in the secondary circuit. The primary circuit directs the heat from the valve hall 

to the heat exchanger to the secondary water-glycol circuit where is the outdoor glycol-water 

to the air exchanger. Valves require constant water flow of deionized water without it the system 

will trip in a few seconds and thyristors will burn out. (Chan-Ki et al. 2009 p. 200-213) Valve 

cooling system is an auxiliary system and part of it are belonging to valves based on location. 

The border for this is inside and outside of the valve hall where the parts outside of the valve 

hall are under the auxiliary system. For that reason, the cooling of valves is introduced with 

valves in chapter 4.4.1. 
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Figure 4.15 3D drawing of valve cooling system (Chan-Ki et al. 2009 p. 201) 

 

There aren’t many mechanical components as can see in Figure 4.15 and all components are 

introduced in Figure 1. Mechanical components are plate-type heat exchanger, outdoor fin-fan 

cooler, ion exchange cartridge and pumps with the motor. The rest of the items are non-

mechanical but those might also affect failures because of things like corrosion and these items 

are mostly filters, valves, pipes, and tanks.  

 

Mechanical components could be monitored with information of components power with 

vibration and temperature measurements like introduced program SIPLUS CMS in chapter 

7.2.2 and appendix Figure 2 is more information about the software models and how to use it 

in condition monitoring. 

 

Also, the success of the cooling system can be monitored meaning that temperature rise in 

valves or possible water leaks would indicate incoming failure. According to Ding et al water 

quality is one important thing that could indicate problems in the system, for example, the 
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amount of aluminum in water point corrosion in heating sinks which are aluminum alloys. 

(Ding et al. 2019) Corrosion should be followed because current leakage in water raises it and 

this can be monitored via conductivity measurement from the water and following the condition 

and operation of ion exchange cartridge. According to Abrahamsson et al research of the 

corrosion in HVDC cooling systems, the current leakages can be calculated with equation 4.4, 

conductivity should be under 0.5 μS/cm and the current leakage is between 1 to 4 mA in existing 

normally operating HVDC cooling systems. Conductivity increases proportionally to 

temperature and the number of dissolved ions. 

 

I = σ ∙ U ∙
A

L
,     (4.4) 

 

Where I is leakage current, σ is waters conductivity, U is the voltage between layers, A is a 

cross-section of water in the pipe and L is the length of water pipes between layers. 

(Abrahamsson, Gustavsson & Jackson 1997) 

 

 DC side 

This chapter includes important things for the operation of the DC side and valve cooling 

system. There are other components but those are not relevant for the operation of the link and 

so on they are excluded from the review. 

 

 Thyristor valves 

Thyristor valves are one of the key components of the converter station and they are converting 

the AC into DC and vice versa and provide ongoing control of the DC voltages. To avoid 

sources of failures the design of thyristor valves is with a minimum number of connections and 

components. Direct light-triggered thyristors (LTT) overvoltage protection is integrated to 

wafer and this solution provides a maximum of 6,5 kA DC currents. (Siemens 2017a) 

 

Thyristor valves consist of 12 pulse thyristor valves and the valve units are suspended from the 

ceiling of the valve hall. Thyristor valve consists of 3 parts valve reactor, grading capacitor and 

thyristor level which includes RC snubber and thyristors. Each thyristor valve is made up of 

two thyristor modules as Figure 4.16 A points. Thyristors, resistors and valve reactors are water-

cooled. (Barthelmess, Dorn, Hartmut & Uder s.a) 
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Thyristor module consists of two valve sections as it is possible to see in the middle of the valve 

in Figure 4.16 A. These two modules include below-introduced parts. This figure is an example 

of a thyristor valve from Siemens. Grading capacitors are in the middle of the long side, 

thyristor level in the middle and valve reactors in the short sides. (Siemens 2003) The circuit of 

this kind of thyristor valve module is shown in Figure 4.16 B. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.16 A) Thyristor module B) Example circuit of thyristor valve module.  

A: (Siemens 2003) B: (Barthelmess et al. s.a.) 

 

 

Thyristor level includes thyristors and RC snubbers, thyristors are series-connected in each 

module. Design enables that losses are cooled and dissipated from two sides. RC Snubber is a 

series-connected capacitor Cb and resistor Rb which are parallel connected with each thyristor 

and its function is to limit electrical stress that thyristor faces from valve reactor i.e. damping 

overshoot of voltage while turning off.  (Barthelmess et al. s.a.) 

B) 

A) 
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Valve reactor is a saturable reactor that contains series-connected reactors which are series-

connected with thyristor level. These reactors limit the inrush current, the voltage level and the 

rising rate of voltage level. Discharge of stray capacitance is necessary for thyristors operation 

and effects to voltage level are thyristors protection against surge voltages. Valve reactor 

consists of primary windings, iron core and secondary resistor. Not critical during normal 

operation but failure will cause excessive heat generation and during the time it will ruin 

insulation and cooling pipes, causing water leaks. (Barthelmess et al. s.a.) 

Grading capacitor is in series-connected with valve reactor and thyristor level and its function 

is to linearize distribution of the voltage among the valves and distribute occur steep surge 

voltages to the valves. Not a critical component during normal operation but will affect the 

components during the time. (Barthelmess et al. s.a.) 

 

Valves are monitored via Valve Base Electronics (VBE) in the control room. These are 

implemented with optical fibers and a trigger signal is distributed to the individual thyristor 

fibers via a multi-mode star coupler (MSC). Thyristor Voltage Monitoring (TVM) Monitoring 

of LTT’s blocking capacity is based on monitoring these three functions: positive thyristor 

voltage, negative thyristor voltage, and DC grading. Recovery Protection Unit (RPU) monitors 

the voltage rising rate from one valve section by displacement current of the grading capacitor. 

(Lips, Matern, Neuber, Popp & Uder s.a.) 

 

As turned out in chapter 4.3.3 valves are generally operating in less than 90 Celsius degrees and 

the cooling is continuing non-stopping during the links operations. Figure 4.17 is a closer image 

of the thyristor and its cooling system there seen how thyristor is cooled. The thyristor is marked 

with A; B is heat sinks and C is connecting to water pipe D. (Ding et al. 2019) It seems that in 

maintenance aspect the cooling of the valves is the most important thing which means that the 

temperature of the valves is pointing the condition of the cooling system and the condition of 

valves. 
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Figure 4.17 Valve assembly and schematic diagram of the parallel-connected water line.  

(Ding et al. 2019) 

 

 Smoothing reactors and DC filters 

Smoothing reactors are limiting the ripple currents on the DC side. Its purpose is to limit short 

circuit fault current in the cable or line, prevent critical resonances in the DC-circuit, Protection 

of valves against transient overcurrents and prevention of intermittent currents. DC filter is 

protecting against current harmonics on the DC line. (Siemens 2017a) DC filters include 

reactors and capacitors and are similar to AC filters by components that are introduced in 

corresponding AC chapter and the location of DC equipment in the system is shown in Figure 

4.7. DC filters are in shunt with DC line and the smoothing reactors are on the line. (Harlow, 

2004 p.222-223) 

 

As chapter 4.1.2 pointed things of the maintenance for filters are connections, visual damage 

like hair cracks, etc. and the situation of insulation oil. Possible sensors for these could be 

vibration, noise and temperature sensors. 

 

 

 DC Switchyard 

DC Switchyard has the same function as the AC switchyard. Measuring, connecting and 

protecting the system. Components of the DC switchyard are introduced below. 
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R-L resonance circuit consists of DC filter reactors and more about reactors in chapters 4.1.2 

and 4.2.2 

 

RC Voltage dividers are measuring the high accuracy voltage with a rapid response to voltage 

changes in the DC side. It consists of resistive components which are series-connected low 

inductance resistors. Grading capacitors are connected parallel with the resistors to protect it 

against transient current and ripple of the DC voltage measurement. These are hermetically 

sealed and insulated with SF6 gas or oil. Voltage divider divides the high voltages to 

intermediate in DCB-box and intermediate voltage to secondary voltage in 4 DCB-boxes where 

is the calibration of the exact ratio. It individually transforms and analyzes the transmitted 

voltage level. (Trench 2019b) 

 

Figure 4.18 Examples figures of (A) DC Current Measuring Devices and (B) RC Voltage Dividers. 

(Sari-Energy s.a.) 
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DC Current Measuring Devices function is to measure the DC sides current for control, 

monitoring, and protection. It consists of components as  

Figure 4.18A shows. DC shunt is a low-value resistor which causes under millivolt voltage drop 

for determining the current. The signals route from the shunt to the sensor head and pole control 

system are redundant. (Sari-Energy s.a.) 

 

Disconnectors and earthing switches are almost identical in AC and DC fields. The only 

difference is that in the DC side these are only 1 pole and for that reason a bigger structure than 

parallel AC components.  Maintenance for these is the same as the AC side meaning that these 

are maintenance-free with suggestions for visual checks after suitable periods. (Hapam 2019) 

There are surge arresters in DC switchyard too and these are identic as in the AC side by 

components and function (Siemens 2014a). More information in chapter 4.1.1 

 

 Transmission path 

The transmission path is the DC route between Anttila’ s and Pussi’ s converter stations which 

include overhead transmission lines and submarine cables as figure 3.1 demonstrate. This is 

provided by Nexans. (Ryynänen & Seppänen, 2013) 
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5 SENSORS 

In this chapter is found the communication possibilities with the original system and sensors 

and pointed out the use of potential different communication routes wired and wireless. 

Communication with the systems will continue in the next chapter 6. There is also sorted out 

how to manage communication with the existing systems. There is looked for profitable and 

suitability aspects of the sensor types and communication routes. 

 

As it is turned out in Chapter 3.4.3 there are many experiments of adding sensors to substations 

for measuring process values. The object for this is to detect incoming failure before it causes 

a malfunction in the system. Earlier all elapsing parts were replaced by a certain time as time-

based maintenance but now technology has reached the level where the benefits are higher than 

costs and for that reason, there is rising potential for implementing new measurement systems 

for components to condition management via monitoring (Albrecht, Nyberg, Laitinen, Lyly, 

Saksela, Stenstrand, & Tammi, 2019). 

 

 

 Possibilities for sensors based on Equipment maintenance research 

The research found out that necessarily sensors for converter stations are vibration, gas/oil level, 

and quality, thermal, noise, flow, pressure, humidity, current and leaks (oil/gas/water). Table 

5.1 clarifies that the oil and gas condition, vibration, noise and thermal have the biggest 

potential for monitoring.  
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Table 5.1 Collected results of potential sensor types for equipment 

 

 

The research found out that necessarily sensors for converter stations are vibration, gas/oil level, 

and quality, thermal, noise, flow, pressure, humidity, current and leaks (oil/gas/water). Table 

5.1 clarifies that the oil and gas condition, vibration, noise and thermal have the biggest 

potential for monitoring. 

 

 Communication 

Nowadays practically all substations are monitored and controlled via Energy Management 

Systems (EMS) and fiber optic cables are used always when it is cost-efficient. (Siemens 2017a) 

Connecting equipment or more specifically sensors of them to the condition monitoring system 

requires route between the signal of the sensors and monitoring system. There are wired and 

wireless routes as introduced below in chapters 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. Wired routes via fiber optics 

and Power Line Communication (PLC) to multiplying SCADA data to a cloud or wireless IoT 
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communication system for collecting sensors data directly to the cloud. As turned out in chapter 

3.4.1 MindSphere can process data from external sources meaning that it is possible to collect 

data from several sources to the cloud. 

 

 Wireless communication 

One good solution for wireless communication is Low Power Wide Area (LPWA) networks 

which are suitable for required data transmission and one of the most recommended technology 

for IoT applications. LPWA devices offer low power consumption, operating in wide area 

coverage and strong signal. In the survey Al-Sahihi et al. have defined which kind of sensor 

types are suitable for defined solutions as in Table 5.2. There came out that RPMA, LoRaWAN, 

and NB-IoT are the most suitable solution for the smart grid. The research outcome was that 

for smart grid solutions sensors should own possibility to been control in real-time with 

medium-high bitrate and allows scaling. Also, it must be able to monitor the system for 

detecting malfunction and failures, and in the research, they also thought that bidirectional 

communication is important for smart grids. These named sensor communication solutions 

were best on markets on IoT communication by the conclusions from several studies (Al-Salihi, 

Ismael, Kist, Qadir, Rashid, & Zhang 2018) In maintenance aspect it might not be so important 

to communicate bidirectionally with sensors, but other points were suitable for the use case of 

this thesis. In Table 5.2 there are features of the mentioned sensors. 
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Table 5.2 Comparing features of potential IoT communication types (Al-Sahihi et al. 2018) 

 

 

Table 5.2 are shown a comparison of the different communication systems for IoT technology 

and pointing the differences of versus each other. Here are opened details from the table. The 

link budget is logarithmically measuring all power that affects the signal from transmitter to 

receiver. There are different modulation methods in the use of DSSS FSK (Frequency Shift 

Keying), DSSS (Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum) and QPSK (Quadrature Phase Shift 

Keying). MAC (Medium Access Control) is a sublayer which controls the hardware’s 

interaction while transmission. There are radio channel access methods CDMA (Code Division 

Multiple Access) and FDMA (Frequency Division Multiple Access) with OFDMA (Orthogonal 

frequency-division multiple access) which allows simultaneous data transfer with several users. 

LoRaWAN is using this ALOHA type of protocol with classes that are introduced under 

LoRaWAN below. Star topology is implemented by connecting all end-devices to a central hub. 

Tree topology by connecting end-devices directly to the base station through modems. A star-
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of-stars topology where end-devices are connected to gateways which relay messages between 

the end-devices and the net server. Link’s asymmetry means that there is uplink for signals 

transmitted to a device to the station and downlink for vice versa. Error correction by cyclic 

redundancy check (CRC). (Al-Sahihi et al. 2018) 

 

LoRaWAN is created and standardized by LoRa Alliance® which is an open non-profit 

association with over 500 members. LoRaWAN protocol is leading IoT LPWAN connectivity. 

It operates on an unlicensed ISM sub-1 GHz spectrum and it is ultra-low power and long-range 

application. These are possible to implement at public, private or hybrid networks and to indoor 

and outdoor targets. Signal can penetrate deep in the urban destinations and one gateways 

distance can reach 40 kilometers.  The protocol allows data to be sent asynchronously when its 

necessary meaning that it can be chosen and that enables long battery live times, to be over 10 

years. There are two transmit levels that consume current 18 mA at 10 dBm and 84 mA at 20 

dBm and receive current is 5 mA. (Mohan 2019) In Finland, there is already a public operated 

network for LoRaWAN by Digita and its coverages outdoor and indoor in Anttila station’s area 

(Digita 2019).  LoRaWAN has three classes A, B and C which all are communicating 2-ways. 

Class A communicates with protocol Aloha, which means that it can be defined to communicate 

only if needed and after communication, it opens for two short downlink windows for 

bidirectional communication. In class B there is an addition to class A with synchronized 

Beacon-messages and periodic open downlink lots for communication. Class C is open for 

transmitting and receiving information for all time unless the device is transmitting. Because of 

the communication type A class has the lowest power consumption and C the highest. (LoRa-

Alliance 2019) Statistics are seen in the   

 

NB-IoT (NarrowBand IoT) is created and licensed by 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership 

Project) and GSMA, these are two telecommunications standards associations whose interest is 

into developing and advancing technology in cellular networks and devices which these sensors 

are using. NB-IoT is using cellular infrastructure between device and cloud meaning 4G/LTE 

cellular towers. It consumes while transmitting current 100 mA at 13 dBm and 220mA at 23 

dBm and consumes 40 mA while receiving. Battery life is also long, but it consumes more 

energy in operation than LoRaWAN. (Semtech 2018) In Finland, operators are offering the NB-

IoT band over the whole country (Epressi 2018). 
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RPMA (Random Phase Multiple Access) is created by Ingenu and it is formerly known as On-

Ramp. RPMA technology is based on DSSS-modulation with a global 2.4 GHz ISM band and 

it means worldwide availability without limit on duty cycle or maximum frame duration. So, it 

operates by utilizing a wider spectrum and higher transmission power which also reduces 

battery life comparing to others. This means that all these three are using different transmitting 

band and technology. In RPMA based technology the process of power consumption is too big 

for battery-based applications.  (Al-Sahihi et al. 2018) 

 

Also, there are wireless sensors that are not operating via LPWAN. Cellular networks are 

established to the consumer's mobile market and these are operating with 3G, 4G/LTE, and 5G 

connectivity. WI-FI based on IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n is well known but to IoT solution, it has an 

absence in coverage, scalability and power consumption. Also, security issues are a huge 

challenge for WI-FI based IoT solutions and typically those block its adoption to industrial and 

commercial solutions. WI-FI HaLow based on IEEE 802.11ah is an upgraded version for WI-

FI and it is more suitable to IoT solutions, but it has the same security challenges and it is only 

available at the moment in the USA for the reason of operating in the 900 MHz frequency. 

(BehrTech 2019a) 

 

All these wireless sensor technologies are in Figure 5.1Error! Reference source not found. 

where are also compared data rates & power consumption, range and costs. LPWAN 

technologies are a budget solution with a low data rate and a huge range. WIFI and Cellular 

solutions are high data rates with big power consumption. WIFI solutions are only for low range 

and Cellular for high range and as RPMA these are not the best solutions for being battery 

powered. The cost of the physical devices is shown from high to low by the brightness of color 

as seen in Figure 5.1. There is also shown Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Bluetooth, 

LTE-M and SigFox for pointing values of the existing options which were not the most suitable 

solutions for smart metering. 
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Figure 5.1 IoT connectivity comparison between range, data rate & power consumption and costs 

(BehrTech 2019a) Edited 

 

CENSIS has collected to its website an approximation of recurrent connectivity costs and 

expressed these with next marks WIFI free, LoRaWAN free/low costs, NB-IoT medium/low 

costs and cellular medium/high costs. (CENSIS 2019) 

 

LPWAN, Cellular, and WI-FI systems have the potential for implementation of the wireless 

maintenance system for converter station digitalization. The choice of the operating system 

seems like coming from a use-case and a suitable solution from the decided manufacturer 

because all those have potential. Important things for weighting criteria in this use-case are 

range, bandwidth, power consumption, quality of service and security. In this thesis case, the 

LoRaWAN are looking for most promising because it has all necessary monitoring system 

MindSphere supports operation with it as turn out in chapter 6.1. 

 

 Wired communication 

The wired communication system uses a physical medium for transferring the data. The most 

used solutions for the physical medium are fiber optic cable and using power lines to 

communicate. The substation is already communication with wired fiber optics and those are 
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following IEC 61850 standard for communication protocols unlike wireless systems has not 

been standardized at the same level yet. (Kabalci & Kabalci 2018) 

Fiber Optic Communication operates in high bandwidth, low attenuation, low interference, 

and improved signal-to-noise ratio. These listed points prefer fiber optic cable to be the most 

used communication technology in substations. Fiber optics has the same problems as well as 

all wired systems which are installation costs and challenges and costs from terrain and distance 

excluding PLC because it is using already existing transmission line. (Kabalci & Kabalci 2018)  

Power Line Communication (PLC) is one of the most used and economically communication 

routes. PLC is used for data, protection signal and voice transmission via high voltage power 

lines and it is applied to communication between substations over decades. There are analog 

and digital options for this. In substation internal communication this technology doesn’t fit the 

optimal way because the transmission distance is low and for the low distance there are 

nowadays fiber optic cables in use to data transfer in the converter station. (Siemens 2017a) 

PLC is using two bandwidth which is Narrowband Power Line Communication (NB-PLC) and 

its operating frequencies between 3 to 500 kHz and Broadband Power Line Communication 

(BB-PLC) for the width of 2 to 100 MHz and with multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) 

technology data rates of BB-PLC to 1 Gbps. PLC system requires filtering of the system to 

avoid disturbance in the signal. For example, it needs coupling capacitors, line traps, and line 

tuning circuits, etc. The problem with reliability with PLC comes from physical problems with 

the power line. (Kabalci & Kabalci 2018)  

 

 

 Refurbish of legacy sensors  

For existing sensors, there are many possibilities for refurbishing those to be able to 

communicate with the condition monitoring system but also most of the sensors already provide 

the information and it is sending the signal to SIMATIC TDC. For upgrading sensors which are 

not communicating to CPU, there is two option wired and wireless as it turns out in Chapter 

Communication5.2. The easiest chose is to add components to the fiber optic system because it 

already exists but if in the future there is a wireless gateway in the range, then the most 

economical solution is the most suitable and it is based on the offers of sensor manufacturers. 

In the station, there is an already uncountable amount of sensor which could be a part of the 

condition management system more about how in Chapter 6. 
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Solutions which already are there and are known that there is information which can be used in 

condition monitoring:  

✓ Outside temperature and humidity sensors in the station 

✓ Inside temperature and humidity 

✓ Measured power transmission in equipment 

✓ Data of measuring devices (Including current and voltage transformer... etc.) 

✓ Data from the equipment’s existing sensors like condition data from analog meters like 

pressure, oil level, etc. 

✓ Data from equipment protecting relays. 

 

The equipment has already meters for measuring its function like OLTC has operation counter 

and current transformers gas/oil tanks have meters for levels. Some of the information is not 

going out from the meter or its only sending alarm when the threshold level is triggered and so 

on the present status of the components is only able to see when visiting on-site. There is two 

option to get information to the digital world first one is to put analog to digital converter 

(A/DC) and connect it to the CPU. The second solution is to add an IoT sensor that connects 

the analog or digital signal to the cloud gateway. In case that there is meter, which is not giving 

a signal, there are two solutions to put new sensor which is providing necessary data or to build 

external system which will know the status of the system, for example, spotting leakages or 

camera to see the status online. 

 

 New Sensors 

While adding new sensors to the system there must be also designed communication route for 

the data transfer. The wireless cloud system requires sensors connected to the gateway and 

wired connection to the CPU via fiber optic cable. Also, the accuracy of new sensors that are 

implemented to the existing system is not absolutely accurate which might require performance 

testing with other measurements. But measuring the trends i.e. anomalies the absolute accuracy 

isn’t necessary when the deviations in trend are the sign of anomaly operation. (ISO 

17359:2019) 
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 Current and voltage sensor 

New current sensors are for auxiliary and secondary currents to metering conductors’ currents 

and usually, all the solutions are using Hall effect to meter the current flow through a conductor. 

These types of sensors can be attached to the conductors without disconnecting it from the 

original circuit. (Albrecht, Nyberg, Laitinen, Lyly, Saksela, Stenstrand, & Tammi, 2019) Other 

possible solutions for current measuring are shown in Table 5.3. 

 

Table 5.3 Integratable current sensors (Asada, Odendaal, van Wyk, Xiao, & Zhao 2003) 

 

  Cost DC capability Sensitivity Saturation,  
hysteresis 

Linearity Operating 
 temperature 

Shunt low Yes mV/A No Very good -55-125 °C 

CT medium No 1 V/A Yes Fair -50-150 °C 

Rogowski low No 10 mV/(A/µs) No Very good -20-100 °C 

Hall high Yes 10 Gauss Yes Poor -40-125 °C 

GMR medium Yes 10-2 Gauss Yes Fair -40-150 °C 

GMI medium No 10-6 Gauss No Fair -40-150 °C 

 

There are many kinds of current sensors and for metering auxiliary systems currents it is 

necessary to be able to meter DC for addition to AC. It leaves Shunt, Hall, and GMR 

(Abbreviation for Giant Magnetoresistive) current sensors to be a possible solution from Table 

5.3. According to Asada et al. 2003 shunt is not integratable without modifying the main 

electrical circuit meaning that it isn’t the best solution for already existing systems. 

 

 Vibration 

All equipment that has moving parts and those make vibrations during those are on. Those 

depend on imbalance, manufacturing or commissioning mistakes and wear or fault in parts. The 

vibration sensor is accelerometers and velocity transducers and the quantities are the mostly 

used velocity, acceleration, and displacement. (ISO 13373-1) According to ISO 2372 standard, 

the measurement points should be the points where the vibration energy goes to resilient 

mountings or the other parts of the system. (ISO 2372) Piezoelectric sensors are mainly used 

for measuring those all. (ABB 2000) Next introduced three common technology, piezoelectric, 

capacitance and laser measuring and there are contact and no contact solutions for metering.  
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Two of these are vibration sensors and these are piezoelectric accelerometer and capacitance 

sensors. Sensors that are using piezoelectric technology consists of piezoelectric crystals which 

are self-generating the signal through the action of vibration. These are nowadays typically 

designed as a shear mode where are the ring-shaped shear crystal and annular mass. (TE 2020) 

 

Capacitance sensors technology is based on measuring the changes in capacitance. One solution 

is to measure a seismic mass between two parallel capacitor plates. The change of capacitance 

is directly proportional to the changes in acceleration. These are usually silicon wafers, and 

these are a small version of MEMS also known as Micro Electromechanical System. (TE 2020) 

 

Laser vibration meters are the most accurate solution of vibration sensors and it is a non-contact 

vibration meter. For example, Laser Doppler vibrometry by Polytec enables femto-metre 

amplitude resolution and it is linear and coherent to over 1 GHz high frequency. Manufacturer 

Polytec enables outdoor usage of the device. The physical principle of the operation is the same 

with all laser sensors, the wave is reflected from an object and instrument detect motion from 

it. The technology is based on the Doppler effect. (Polytec 2020) 

 

According to ISO 13373-1 standard, the used sensor should be chosen by the ranges in vibration 

velocity and frequency. In Table 5.4 the square 1 is the Piezo-electric accelerometer, 2 Eddy-

current proximity probe, and square 3 Electro-mechanical velocity transducer and in addition 

to this mark (a) means ‘to DC’. 
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Table 5.4 Vibration velocity as a function of the frequency. (ISO 13373-1:2002) 

 

 

 Temperature and humidity 

Temperature and humidity sensors are used to measure equipment inside situations and outside 

situations as ambient values. The suitable inside temperature and humidity are extra important 

for the devices that produce heat as by-production but also ambient temperature effect to 

directly to mechanism operation like switching and external circumstances effect to internal 

circumstances. For other equipment, it is pointing that devices are operating properly. (Albrecht 

et al. 2019) According to ISO 18434-1 anomalies that can be detected by temperature 

measurement occurs mainly in mechanisms as operation, improper lubrication, misalignment, 

worn components or mechanical loading anomalies.  

 

Humidity sensors are measuring the amount of water vapor in the air or other gases which 

should also be followed with temperature measurements (BehrTech 2019b). As turned out in 

chapter 4 humidity is not telling alone much about the condition of the equipment but it is good 

to be tracked to point out abnormal situations when it values changes. 
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The four most common temperature measuring types according to Ametherm 2020 are 

introduced next. Negative Temperature Coefficient (NTC) thermistor which is based on the 

thermally sensitive resistor and it is very fast reflecting and operates between 0,05 to 1,5 degrees 

in a range of -50 to 150 Celsius degree. Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD) is also based 

on resistance via RTD element. It is also very fast reflecting and operates with 0.1 to 1 degree 

in a range of -200 to 600 Celsius degree. The thermocouple is based on a connection between 

two different metals. It needs conversion because it is nonlinear. Accuracy is 0,5 to 5 degree 

and it has the best range -200 to 1750 Celsius degrees. Semiconductor-based temperature 

sensors are put into integrated circuits. It is based on two identical diodes where the 

temperature-sensitive voltage and current characters are indicating changes in temperature. It 

has the slowest responsiveness of 5 to 60 s with an accuracy of 1 to 5 degrees in the range of -

70 to 150 Celsius degree. (Ametherm 2020) 

 

Infrared thermography (IRT) technology is based on measuring the distribution of radiant 

thermal energy that the target emitted. (ISO 18434-1) The thermal camera system is a suitable 

solution for measuring hotspots and components temperatures where there isn’t an integrated 

position for a physical meter. Temperature camera is very expensive and totally in own level in 

prices versus temperature sensors. In the markets, there are already solutions where these are 

built-in for targeting condition monitoring. The camera has a system in it where it can inform 

when it measures threshold values in targets. This kind of condition monitoring camera requires 

a capacity for a high amount of data transfer for communication and external power supply. 

(Flir 2020) The thermography camera is a suitable solution when there isn’t a possibility to 

integrate temperature sensors into the system. For example, monitoring bushings as seen in 

Figure 5.2. Also, its advantage in comparing contact meters is a very fast response speed for 

temperature changes. (SFS-ISO 18434-1)  
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Figure 5.2 Example of monitoring transformer’s bushings via thermal camera. (Sensei 2020) 

 

 Sound and noise 

Noise and sound of the equipment can be detected and the changes in those may implicate 

changes in equipment condition. There is a different type of voices which requires specific 

microphones for source. For example, a contact microphone is suitable for a specific target for 

motors and fans, etc. where the voice comes out from a specific location. There might be a 

disorder in measuring if sound propagates along with metallic structures almost without losses 

especially in the situation when the voice frequency is low. Contact microphones pick up 

structure-borne sound when it is attached to the surface of the structure. (Albrecht et al. 2019) 

Electret microphone picks up audible sound and ultrasound. For example, electret microphones 

are suitable for electrical phenomena and mechanical sources as switching devices and their 

drives. Also suitable for contactors, coils and auxiliary switches. Electret microphones collect 

environmental noise which must be considered. (Albrecht et al. 2019) Table 5.5 is shown typical 

sound power from all equipment which causes noticeable noise and there is seen that most 

noises come from converter transformers, second from filter reactors and third from filter 

capacitors. Impulsive noise comes from circuit breakers when those are operating. Also, the 

cooling system causes noise when the motors are on. Noise is coming from the next equipment 

of the measured target. 
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Table 5.5 HVDC stations equipment sound power levels in decibel. (Clark et al. 2002) 

 

 

 

 Oil, Gas, and Leaks 

SF6 gas is mostly used dielectric gas for insulation and interruption purposes in the converter 

station. Other possible insulation gas is CF4. For analyzing the status of gas several technologies 

are mostly based on chemical or optical methods. Pure SF6 gas is colorless, odorless, 

nonflammable and hard to decompose but with electric arcing or sparks, etc. it can react with 

unavoidable impurities like H2O, O2, N2. (Dong, Hongpeng, Jia, Tittel, Ma, Xiao, Yin, Yin & 

Zhang 2019) 

According to L., Dong et al. chemical methods for analyzing the status of gas are gas 

chromatography, detection nanotubes, and electrochemical sensors. Chemical methods are 

based on absorption, separation and different physical and chemical properties of by-products 

of the gases. Gas chromatography is high-cost equipment with large size which and such a low 

response time and for that reason, it is not suitable for online monitoring. Detection tubes are 

suitable, but the accuracy is poor because it is not able to detect colors which are decomposition 

products. The electromechanical sensor is a cheap and suitable solution for following the 

density of insulation, it has a weakness with zero drift and cross-talk between properties of 

gaseous by-products and SF6 gas. (Dong, et al. 2019) 

Sound emitting source Component sound power

LW(A) in dB(A)

HVDC converter transformer

• nominal load 100-125

• no load 90-110

HVDC smoothing reactor 85-100

Self tuned filter reactors 90-100

AC filter reactor 70-90

AC filter capacitor stack (can-type capacitors) 60-105

Cooling fans (forced air coolers for valve cooling)

• fan speed approx. 300 rpm

 cooling capacity 30kW/300kW approx. 55/85

• fan speed approx. 900 rpm

 cooling capacity 500kW/1300kW approx. 90/105

Switching device (impulsive noise!)

• air blast circuit-breaker 150-160

• oil- and SF6 circuit-breaker 105-130
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Optical methods are the second possible solution and it is based on spectral absorption 

technology. These operate with fast response time and high detection sensitivity and cost of the 

systems are modest. Photoacoustic Spectroscopy sensor can detect SO2, CO and CF4 in the 

system by broadband light source wavelength of 4-8 μm. (Dong et al. 2019) In the markets, 

there is also an optical solution that is based on Non-Dispersive Infrared. For example, one 

market leader Lumasense offers both optical models. (Lumasense 2020) 

 

Oil is used mostly for insulation of station equipment like transformers and capacitors as turned 

out in chapter 4. There is an IEEE standard PC57.104 that defines limits for the concentration 

of impurities in transformer oil as Table 5.7 points and it also points the root cause of the 

increasing amount of burning gases. For measuring online oil conditions there are several 

methods for the same information. Although the best DGA (Dissolved gas analyze) test in all 

meters is still in the laboratory. The online monitoring DGA meters can be installed in two 

ways, as a single valve or close loop installations depending on meter solution. Gas extraction 

is usually done via Membrane or Headspace, also polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) is possible. 

Single valve installation metering solutions are Solid-state sensor (IC), Near-infrared (NIR) and 

Infrared (IR). Nondispersive infrared (NDIR) can be done with both. Close loop installation 

metering solutions are Photoacoustic Spectroscopy (PAS), Thermal conductivity detector 

(TCD) and Gas chromatography (GC). Also, there are small supportive meters for single gas 

monitoring. There are Micro-electronic sensor, Electrochemical cell, Fuel cell (FC) and 

Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) (Arroyo, Bustamante, Castro, Laso, Manana & Martinez 

2019) According to Arroyo et al. 2019 study of DGA sensors all the sensor types excluding 

TDC can monitor all gases in Table 5.7 but depending from the manufacturer there are 

differences in range, accuracy and detected gases. (Arroyo et al. 2019) 
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Table 5.6 Online gas detection technologies (Arroyo et al. 2019) 

 

 

 

For example, Siemens devices SITRAM H2Guard is based on IC and Multisense 5 & 9 is based 

on NIR with micro-electronic sensor technology and gas extraction is implemented via 

Headspace. 

Technology Advantages Disadvantages

CG Wide range of fault gases

Highest accuracy and repeatability

Long time required to complete a test

Expensive

Frequent calibrations needed

Auxiliary (carrier) gas needed

Maintenance cost

PAS Wide range of fault gases

Can detect/measure very

low (ppm and ppb) gas

concentrations

Low maintenance

Results are sensitive to the wave number range of 

the optical filters and their absorption characteristics

Accuracy influenced by temperature, pressure, and 

vibration

Limited ability to measure high gas concentrations

Interfering gases can effect accuracy

IC Operate under extreme

temperatures,

vibration, or in

corrosive atmospheres

Limited ability to detect very

low gas concentrations

TCD Fast response

Stable

Wide measuring range

Simple construction

Robust

Sensitive to interfering gases

Reaction due to heating wire

Heating element reacts with gas

NDIR Simultaneous multi-gas

measurement

No required calibrations

Low maintenance

Fast gas measurement time

Limited ability to detect very low

gas concentrations

Interfering gases can effect

accuracy

IR Uses only physical technique

Can be used in inert atmospheres

Not all gases have IR absorption

Sequential monitoring is slower on

multi point analyzers and also

more user expertise required

NIR Simultaneous multi-gas

measurement

Non-frequent calibrations

Low maintenance

Limited ability to measure high

gas concentrations

Interfering gases can effect

accuracy

FTIR Simultaneous multi-gas measurement Accuracy influenced by moisture

FC Small size Periodic replacement

Single gas measurement

Micro-electronic sensor Small size Single gas measurement

Electromechanical cell Small size

Working at high temperature is 

possible

Frequent calibrations needed

Short/limited life time

Single gas measurement

Cross sensitivity to other gases
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Table 5.7 Fault types generate the next chemicals in the transformer’s oil, IEEE PC57.104. 

(Arroyo et al. 2019) 

 

 

Leaks in the system will point incoming malfunction in the equipment. Possible leaks in the 

station are oil, gas and water leaks which all should be under observed during maintenance 

actions as turned out in chapter 4. Water leaks are possible only in cooling systems and oil and 

gas are in the equipment which is filled in for insulation and interruption targets. For gas, there 

are SF6 gas detectors that can detect the smallest concentration of SF6 gas in the indoor air. 

Water and oil can be detected with liquid leakage sensors which indicate the resistance of liquid 

while the liquid drain over the metering area. 
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6 MONITORING 

There are many possibilities for monitoring system and for that, of course, the decision for the 

chosen system depends on many functions. There is already existing SCADA for the station 

control system and its operation as a condition monitoring system is introduced in 6.2. The 

SCADA is for control and data acquisition of the system which means that there can only be 

alarms based on levels not the function for big data. Based on this SCADA requires other 

software alongside it, and this means mainly IoE solutions. The best IoE system is naturally the 

system that provides the most added value to the end-user. The easiest system would provide 

simple information to the user to one workspace where the user can handle the physical 

maintenance acts based on the given information. So on to get one monitoring workspace for 

the user where is all information collected from all different data sources, wired and wireless.  

Also, a data processor is an important part of the condition monitoring system according to the 

standard ISO 13374-1 data process consists of steps as Figure 6.1 shows. Siemens has a solution 

that is capable of this whole data processing. The solution is called MindSphere and it can 

acquisition data from several locations, and it is programmable to be a cloud-based condition 

monitoring system. (Siemens 2018a) 

 

Figure 6.1 Block diagram of data processing (ISO 13374-1) 
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 Condition monitoring into IoE in MindSphere 

As turned out in chapter 3.4.1 MindSphere is one suitable cloud-based IoT operating system 

for twinning the system which is based on the digital monitoring system. MindSphere connects 

devices to the IoT meaning that it connects physical devices to the digital version, storing data, 

developing and running applications and provides end-to-end security for operation. It is an 

open platform as a service (PaaS) software with native cloud accessibility which means that it 

enables the user to develop, run and manage their application in MindSphere software without 

complex programming or need for own software infrastructure. MindSphere requires IoT 

gateway with a secure plug-and-play to connected products and equipment and those can be 

external manufacturers also because its communication is based on standards OPC UA and IEC 

62443-1-1. (Siemens 2018a) MindSphere has its own connected devices that enable us to 

connect with all equipment in the converter station. A small version is MindConnect IoT2040 

and larger version MindConnect Nano which is suitable for connecting devices and systems to 

the cloud. IoT2040 has a capacity of 30 data points per second and Nano has 250 data points 

per second. (Siemens 2020c) Sensors can communicate directly with MindSphere via these 

MindConnect gateways otherwise it requires some additions to the system for wired and 

wireless data transfer as informed in chapters 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. Also, external devices from other 

manufacturers can connect via IoT gateway like SICAM A8000 if they are following the OPC 

UA PubSub protocol (IEC 62541 requirements) (Siemens 2018a). 

 

 

Figure 6.2 MindSphere connectors MindConnect Nano and IoT2040 (Siemens 2020c) 
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MindSphere has own store where are suitable applications for maintenance aspect these are 

predictive maintenance tools and monitoring tools. These can show the status of the system and 

indicate incoming failures. Some of MindSphere add-ons are provided by external partners and 

applications has usually some cost using it.  

 

 Wired Data 

As Figure 4.14 pointed out all I/O level signals from control, protection and monitoring system 

comes through Simatic TDC where it is directed to SCADA and HIM. Simatic TDC is 

supporting serial communication Modbus protocol RS232 which interfaces for the controlled 

data stream and RS485 which interface for multi-point communication. These can connect with 

MindSphere with an extension on SIMATIC TDC and then the data can be duplicated from 

“SCADA” to MindSphere. (Siemens 2020d) (Siemens 2020e) 

 

 

 Wireless data 

For data that comes from wireless which use LoRaWAN sensors can be monitored in 

MindSphere with Actility’s ThingPark EPC connector for wireless integration which enables 

the maximum flexibility and optimized solutions for condition monitoring. (Actility 2018) 

(Siemens 2020e) 

 

 Condition monitoring into the SCADA system 

SCADA system can collect all data that is connected to it for monitoring and controlling. 

SCADA can also do maintenance and outage management on its own and for this, the analytics 

are not able to be based on intelligent data analytics. SCADA receives data from the sensors 

and there can have intelligent relays that are doing analytics for measured data locally and 

communicate the necessary information with SCADA. I.e. SCADA requires intelligent 

measurement devices to being able to work as a condition monitoring system. (Siemens 2017a)  

As Figure 4.14 points this converter station communication system the SCADA is at the operator 

level and it is already control and data acquisition system for the whole converter station. It 

collects data from Simatic TDC in the control level via RCI panel which means that the SCADA 

is the last piece of the chain from sensor to controller and it received only data wired via fiber 
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optics. For now, there is not wireless data but in SCADA there is no application no machine 

learning or data analytics for the collected data. 

 

 Monitoring in HVDC converter station 

In this converter station, there is already SCADA used for control and monitoring of the station 

which makes sense to use it as much as possible. Meaning upgrades the system with intelligent 

relays that provide the same condition information than IoE condition monitoring systems. But 

of course, without a good process modeling option than cloud-based IoE system would provide 

which means that the most analyze demand targets would get benefit from the IoE system. 
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7 ANALYTICS 

For analytics this thesis is not focused about how the algorithm will be done, more likely the 

idea is to find out necessary data for different equipment to get the knowledge of its operation 

and lifetime in maintenance perspective which gives the information about necessary measured 

values and it enables data analytics to find out changes in normal operation. 

 

Failure ascertainment in the early marks of the malfunction is the key to a successful condition 

monitoring system. The original system is following the measured values from existing 

equipment with values limits, meaning that if the value is rising higher or lower than the 

manufacturer has informed for normal operating range and it is monitored via warning pings to 

the system. These kinds of “dummy” systems are the base solution for condition monitoring. 

Those indicate the status of components to the system and if the threshold level is suitable the 

equipment can still operate its function before maintenance activities so it will leave some time 

for repair.  

 

Big data contain all collected data from the equipment over a long time and based on that data 

there can be done analytics. Big data analytics by according to Record-evolution experiences 

with industrial big data-based predictive maintenance systems have required the following steps 

to being built-in operation. The first step towards predictive maintenance based on data is for 

sure mostly monitoring system of the status of the components. Algorithms and analytics can 

be built over time with the collected data and it can be used to train smart algorithms to know 

the normal state of a machine with all variety of loads and external effects. After that point, 

abnormal behavior can be identified, and anomalous behavior can be caused by different 

reasons and that should be classified for the algorithms for speeding up the maintenance actions 

on site. (Record-evolution 2020)  

 

Condition monitoring systems analysis are based on two option or both depending on the 

variables. 

1. Threshold levels 

2. Data analytics 
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The metering of cyclic or acyclic variables requires a different focus. External changes affect 

all values of the system but for cyclic variables in the system like temperature, vibration/noise 

and current the values of variables change during the operation and it requires data analytics to 

detect anomaly operation in it. I.e. acyclic like oil level and condition it is more likely sufficient 

with threshold levels when the information goes when the parameter is worse than the targeting 

level. According to ISO 17359:2019 standard, the current/voltage and vibration require more 

than simple measurement to provide information for the condition monitoring system. (ISO 

17359:2019)  

 

 Detection of abnormal and anomaly operation 

This chapter focuses on answering that what indicates a malfunction in different variables. The 

combinations like following several variables to detect malfunctions are based on big data 

analysis and machine learning that can be done via software and in this case on MindSphere. 

MindSphere’ s software is focused on chapter 7.2. 

 

 Temperature  

The temperature rises during operation are mostly causing mechanical friction or lubricant. 

(ABB 2000) Also, possible malfunction in the cooling system should be observed while there 

is a cooling system for the equipment. In many cases, the temperature is suitable for monitoring 

as turned out in chapter 4 but when temperature indicates error it usually gives very limited 

time to prevent the failure because when the failure is heating it has already done damage to the 

components and the condition of the systems may already be poor (ABB 2000). Despite that, 

there are some components, for example, switching devices like circuit breakers that are not in 

use all the time so extraordinary heating is indicating possible failure but there might be time 

for reacting with corrective maintenance before the next interrupt. 

 

According to T. Deniz studies to the detection of anomaly operation with machine learning 

during the normal operation of machines requires to focus on a different kind of indicator is 

measured temperature data. In the Deniz case study, there were found four different kinds of 

anomalies in data. As seen in Figure 7.1 there is a relatively low level of the temperature changes 

which can only be detected with algorithms and relatively high rises which can be detected with 

threshold levels also. In these examples which were undetected with threshold levels are 
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interesting because if the machine does something that is not designed to do it can be located 

the incoming failure in earlier and let more time for action before the system failure. All 

temperature changes without reason like rising the power or external like very warm or cold 

day indicates that there are malfunction and possible incoming failure but those might indicate 

very differently than in figure 7.1 depending on the function of the metered device. (Deniz 2018) 

 

Figure 7.1 Temperature changes may do this kind of curves in collected data (Deniz 2018) 

 

 Vibration and noise 

Vibration generates noise and by analyzing it can do the same kind of analyzes than with the 

vibration, but the measurement is more distorted from the external noise of the other devices. 

 

The most used vibration analyzing methods are trend tracking and spectrum analysis. Trend 

tracking is based on following vRMS (velocity root mean square) of the vibration and the 

vibration rises comparing to normal operation are indicating the malfunction. Spectrum 

analyses are the most used condition diagnostic methods that are based on vibration. In normal 

conditions the spectrum analyze can point the rotation frequency from the vibration and 
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malfunction and incoming failure can be indicated from the frequency spectrum. Figure 7.2 

shows how the failure indication can be pointed from the spectrum at an early level and RMS 

values only when the failure has already happened. This difference is depending on the 

measured targets, for example in bearings, etc. it is making a big difference. (ABB 2000) 

 

 

Figure 7.2 Spectrum analysis compared against RMS values. (ABB 2000) (Edited) 

  

Vibration analysis is usually based on a frequency domain signals because it is more accurate 

when there is also a vibration that is coming from other devices and then in a time-domain 

signal is messing those vibrations to each other. These are in amplitude as a function of the 

frequency as figure 7.3 points. (ABB 2000) 

 

Figure 7.3 A is pointing vRMS as a function of time and B function of frequency.(ABB 2000) 
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 Current and voltage 

For current and voltage analyses there are many ways and the best methods defines by the 

equipment. As seen in the Instrument transformers in Chapter 4.2.1 where the best method is 

to follow secondary current and voltage and compare the difference with the normal trend.  

Current can be measured from a primary and secondary circuit of the electrical motors and for 

example following the phase current it may indicate changes in the condition of the rotors. 

(ABB 2000) 

Motor current signature analysis (MCSA) is used for monitoring the condition of the electrical 

motors where the indication comes from the reduction of the motor’s efficiency and is based 

on the one phase measurements. It measures condition form distortions of the current waveform 

as a frequency spectrum. I.e. difference in supply peak and pole pass frequency in the current. 

(Artesis 2020) Model-based voltage and current systems (MBVI) are based on the modeling of 

the voltage and current signals as the name indicates. Its failure detection is based on the 

distortions in the current waveform that are not in the voltage waveform which indicates that 

the difference is causing by a malfunction of the device. (Faraday predictive 2020) 

 

 Others 

Other variables are values like oil and gas are such constant values. In these cases with a 

constant value, the meaning is that those are pointing good levels if their condition is good and 

when their status goes to near and over threshold levels there is no comeback and then the next 

step is corrective maintenance for the equipment. This means that there is more demand for 

threshold levels than data-analytics.  

 

 

 Analyzing solutions 

In MindSphere, there is possible to build own analyzing solution which will do as it is 

programmed but there are already several suitable solutions for condition monitoring and asset 

management of the equipment. These following introduces applications are suitable solutions 

that could be provided added value already if they are implemented to the converter station 

equipment. 
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 MindSphere applications 

MindSphere has Siemens' applications and external applications where the companies use the 

Siemens platform for their cloud-based tools. Analyzing tools has a small additional fee for the 

usage. MindSphere applications are scalable solutions for condition monitoring but also there 

is all kind of cloud solutions which are not relevant for this thesis. Here is introduced two 

applications that Siemens provides and one from external analysis company which might have 

potential in the aspect of predictive maintenance.  

 

Siprotec Dashboard is a cloud-based application that operates in MindSphere and is 

monitoring the status of the SIPROTEC device fleet. Its condition monitoring function is for 

transformer hotspots, OLTC changes, switchgear hotspots, and circuit breakers wear. The 

analytics are based on now measured and historical data of the operation. These support 

planning of maintenance activities and it also has root cause analysis for the occurred problem. 

(Siemens 2020f) In Figure 7.4 are seen hotspot measuring and in the orange color the hotspot 

during the period under review. 

 

 

Figure 7.4 Status view of SIPROTEC Dashboard’s transformer hotspots from MindSphere 

(Siemens 2020f)  
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Asset performance Monitoring is a status-based cloud application for real-time condition 

monitoring, and it has the same kind of warning information as SCADA. I.e. it is a digital copy 

for SCADA without control possibilities. It is collecting and analyzing data from equipment 

aging and monitoring assets of multiple positions at the same time. It is monitoring the asset’s 

performance through key performance indicators (KPI) which can be used to intensify 

maintenance management. (Siemens 2020g) 

 

‘Senseye™’ external manufacturer’s cloud-based predictive maintenance application which 

can operate via MindSphere. It has its machine-learning algorithms that learn the machine 

normal operation while following its normal operation from IoT sensors and it forecast the 

incoming failures. The manufacturer informs in the market speech that it reduces unplanned 

downtime by 50% and maintenance cost by 40% and this solution can learn all different 

machines. (Siemens 2020h) 

 

 

Figure 7.5 Status view from Senseye application from MindSphere (Siemens 2020h) 
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 Individually solutions 

Individually condition monitoring sources are also an option for supporting monitoring system 

and these can operate via MindSphere or SCADA as seen in Figure 7.6. In these systems, the 

data is collected and processed and analyzed via specified tools for equipment and after that, 

the status information of the equipment is brought to its cloud where the system can duplicate 

necessary information and communicate it with a monitoring system in MindSphere. Many 

manufacturers offer their condition monitoring system to supporting their equipment’s 

operation and in principle, the manufacturer has the best knowledge to their devices and so on 

these should be considered as a good option while building a condition-based digital 

maintenance system. 

 

 

Figure 7.6 Example of SIPLUS CMS2000 station level communication. (Siemens 2018b) 

 

One example of the external condition-based system is Siemens SIPLUS CMS condition 

monitoring system which is working together with MindSphere as a cloud-based IoT system. 

It is specified for monitoring the condition of equipment’s mechanical components like motors, 

generators, fans, pumps, etc. SIPLUS CMS can record and analyze mechanical variables. By 

the variables, it integrates those to the automation world and provides condition information to 
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the operator and in case of anomaly event, it provides quick information and suggestion. 

(Siemens 2018b) 

 

 

Figure 7.7 SIPLUS analyze methods and examples (Siemens 2016) 

 

SIPLUS CMS is using three different analysis methods for analyzing and monitoring the status 

of components. These are parameter-based, frequency-based and expert analysis. These are 

seen in figure 7.7. Parameter analysis is based the same as traffic light which indicates the color 

as a condition status. In these, there are measuring the effective value of vibration speed 

(vRMS) and effective value of vibration acceleration (aRMS) and in addition to this diagnostic 

characteristic value (DKW). The frequency-selective analysis is giving information that is the 

damage related to resonances, imbalance, misalignments or roller bearings. Expert analysis is 

based on collected data which are analyzed via separate analysis software while the relay can’t 

track suspended anomaly operation. (Siemens 2018b) In the converter station, the SIPLUS 

CMS solution could be used at least for valve and transformer cooling systems mechanical parts 

as a pump, motor, and fan. 
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8 GUIDEBOOK 

This thesis was focused on building a digital twin system to equipment of HVDC converter 

station to improve station maintenance activities. Many of the equipment are identic or at least 

very similar in normal AC substation. This guidebook is for an AC equipment and briefly 

inform which kind of measurements are supporting HV AC substation maintenance. This is not 

based on existing equipment, only for a repeatable solution where the proportion of 

digitalization is improved in the maintenance aspect and that which pointed out the things that 

might be profitable for the end-user. 

 

The communication routes, sensor and monitoring systems should be built as studied in chapter 

5 and 6. The most important components in the maintenance aspect are the next listed and the 

monitoring values are informed next. 

 

Chapter 4.1.1 AC switchyard 

• Instrument transformers 

Corresponding to the transformer’s secondary values and monitoring anomalies 

in those 

• Non-conventional Instrument Transformers 

Current Measuring Devices are maintenance-free. 

Voltage Dividers condition with monitoring gas/oil status and humidity. 

• Disconnector and earthing switches 

There is not a big risk for malfunction. For example, auxiliary system vibration 

and current values are possible to follow. 

• Circuit breakers 

Measuring the wear, summarize current and I2t values as the manufacturer 

informs the equipment durability. Also, the potential to measure hotspots and 

Oil/SF6 conditions. 

• Surge arresters 

Monitoring leakage currents and corrective maintenance while it has reached the 

manufacturer's limits. 

 

Chapter 4.1.2 AC filters and capacitor banks 
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• Filter capacitors and reactors 

Measurements of vibration and noise and oil condition 

 

Chapter 4.1.3  Converter transformer 

• AC windings, Shield, OLTC, Core, Internal and Bushing 

Should be monitored with existing monitoring systems. For example, Siemens 

provides sensors and monitoring systems to all these possible failure points. 

 

Other possible equipment 

• Electric motors 

Monitoring of vibration, temperature, and current  

• Secondary equipment 

Monitoring currents  

 

 Case study  

In the study turn out the converter transformer is the biggest individual reason for energy 

unavailability in the whole system and for that reason, the possible upgrades to its condition 

monitoring are focused on a case study. 

 

For now, when there is only one targeting equipment of the system there is no sense to build a 

wide condition monitoring system to MindSphere. If the MindSphere application is taken in to 

use for these it should get wireless directly from the device with MindConnection. For these 3 

solutions, only one gets to benefit from the condition analysis, others are providing the 

condition information with threshold levels.  

 

As have clarified the converter transformer is the most important part of the system in the 

maintenance aspect and it is also very important for the operation of the link. Three new devices 

could be added to the existing system.  

1. Siemens Bushing monitoring sensor  

2. Siemens SITRAM Multisense 9 

3. Siemens SIPLUS CMS 2000 
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At the moment there is no bushing monitoring sensor, only annual measurements from the 

bushing test tap and because that kind of technology wasn’t in commercial use in the time of 

commissioning. The online condition monitoring of the bushings is based on measuring leakage 

current, power factor, capacitance, and phase angle of imbalance current. Analyzing is done via 

these methods: Sum-of-Three-Currents, Adjacent Phase, Comparison, Reference, and High-to-

Low. (Siemens 2017b) There is a test tap in the bushings for annual condition checks. Figure 

8.1 shows the method of how to online-monitor the condition via a special sensor in that test 

tap. The condition is following the values of Table 4.4 in normal operation. 

 

 

 

Figure 8.1 Bushing (a) and Bushing Monitoring relay with sensor (b). (HSP 2019) (Siemens 2017b) 

Edited 

 

The transformer gas monitoring system was also from commissioning and there are more 

reliable systems available nowadays. Siemens SITRAM Multisense 9 is near-infrared gas 
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sensor unit which can measure CO, CO2, CH4, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6 and O2, and H2 with 

Micro-electronic gas sensor and with less than ± 5% accuracy. That system has its alerts if gas 

chemicals are rising in the transformer oil. Multisense 9 is collecting the measured gas sample 

by single valve installations as Figure 8.2 points to the installation of the device. It is such a 

simple installation and the machine is very reliable and long-lasting compared to others. The 

left side of the figure is shown other possibilities to add the DGA sensor system. (Arroyo et al. 

2019) 

 

Figure 8.2 Valve locations in power transformer. (Arroyo et al. 2019) 

 

 

The Transformer’s cooling system doesn’t have condition monitoring for the fan and motors 

and those would be good to get in track too. With SIPLUS CMS 2000 it is possible to add an 

intelligent relay to the system which can individually learn how the system works. The system 

has the capacity for 16 piezoelectric vibration sensors and temperature monitoring. These are 

connected to the devices via a screw, magnets, etc. and those will comprehensively monitor the 

whole cooling system. (Siemens 2016) Figure 8.3 is pointing one vibration sensors detection of 

the unbalance from the load side of the motor and there is an example of data in that case. 
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Figure 8.3 Spectrum of vibration velocity in the unbalancing situation. (Siemens 2016) 

 

 

These three solutions are based on the same communication routes. I.e. Sensors are collecting 

the data and ’intelligent’ relays are processing the data as those are programmed. These relays 

are sending operation data from the input/output level via control and protection level to the 

user’s SCADA.  
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9 CONCLUSIONS 

Digitalization and IoT solutions are added in all industrial fields to get optimized the physical 

system. IoT connections are already build-in in new devices. A new trend is to build ‘digital 

twins’ that can show the condition of the equipment in a digital world and a real-time. That 

gives extra time for maintenance actions if there are some abnormal activities in the operation. 

When the digital system is online and effective it will increase the availability and reliability 

numbers. 

 

Estlink 2 converter station’s equipment-based failure statistics are not comparing with the 

overall failure statistics in all converter stations. Anyhow the Estlink 2 station can be classified 

together with all other stations and expect the same kind of failure rates in equipment. This kind 

of point is very valuable while forecasting and repairing the maintenance demands in the future. 

The most energy unavailability is causing failures in converter transformers by almost 60 % of 

all. Second most failures are with valves with over 20 % of the total. AC and auxiliary 

equipment, DC equipment and control and protection are sharing the last piece almost equally 

±5 % of the total. In the thesis turn out that increases reliability and availability levels in HVDC 

converter station’s equipment there has been pointed out a few individual sensor additions and 

some equipment which requires more like intelligent relays or a wider monitoring system. For 

now, with the equipment, there are gas or oil status and different level meters and temperature 

sensors which are providing most of the condition information. There are many other process 

values in the station’s equipment which opens the possibility to add new sensors to support the 

existing system. For pointing out the vibration is one value that is not measured in many devices 

and there is a lot of potentials to use it in condition monitoring. 

 

The existing system’s control is based on SCADA and also monitoring via the alarm signals 

from relays. There are thousands of sensors that provide information when the threshold level 

is triggered. Added value comes most when the detection of anomaly comes as early as possible 

and for that can be benefit from the data analytics and machine learning that IoT systems are 

providing. Analysis can also be done with ‘intelligent’ relays which are programmed to 

recognize anomalies in operation and their root causes. As said the most important thing is to 

detect the incoming failure before it causes a bigger malfunction or overthrows the links down.  
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At present all data from sensors goes SCADA via wired communication routes. Wireless 

sensors are possible to add to the system but for now, there are no communication routes to 

SCADA which means that wireless sensors are more suitable for external condition monitoring 

systems like MindSphere. Data that is provided to SCADA via wired routes can also be 

duplicated to the condition monitoring system from CPU (SIMATIC TDC) and this provides 

all operation and maintenance data that is monitored to the cloud-based condition monitoring 

system in MindSphere. That way the existing sensors and their data can be used in monitoring 

applications. In the overall case, there is potential for almost every IoT communication 

technology and the chose depends for example on the range, data rate, power consumption, cost 

and security demands of the system. In this use case, the best wireless IoT sensor technology 

would be LoRaWAN because it has the biggest user community, most commercial sensors and 

there is an application that assists its communication directly to MindSphere’s cloud from 

LoRaWAN’ s network. For now, there is no big demand for these wireless sensor technologies 

in the converter station because there are comprehensive fiber optic networks, but the 

implementation is possible if there came condition monitoring solutions that get benefits from 

it. 

 

The guidebook is pointing the results of the study with the most common electrical equipment 

that is also in normal AC substations and so on these solutions can be transferred to being used 

with those also to increase their availability and reliability. The case study is done for the 

converter transformer for the reason of it causes almost 2/3 of the forced energy unavailability 

(FEU). With a good monitoring system, the FEU times in transformers can be decreased- When 

the monitor systems detect anomaly operation earlier it gives time for maintenance operations 

and then the actions can be organized before it causes failure or at least being already repaired 

for that incoming failure. 

 

What can be studied next? 

Implementation of the cloud-based condition monitoring system to the whole stations should 

be the next step. While collecting data from HVDC stations worldwide it opens the possibility 

to see failures from corresponding data changes from other station failure histories. How it 

should be done is the biggest thing to define when building conditions. I.e. Are there individual 

relays that are processing and providing data to a central system or something else. The next 
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step in Estlink 2 station is to implement things in the case study in the same way as introduced 

or with some similar solution. Also, there should find out the best commercial solutions for 

condition monitoring systems for different equipment and check equipment suppliers that are 

providing new condition monitoring systems for their equipment. 
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Appendix 1.  

 

 

Figure 1. Components of the valve cooling system 
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Appendix 2.  

 

 

Figure 2. SIPLUS CMS models and options and operating information. (Siemens 2014b) 

 


